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1. Executive summary 

Purpose and context for this report 

This report provides an evaluation of the 
training program that was developed to 
implement the Family Violence Risk 
Assessment and Risk Management 
Framework in Victoria. 

In 2008 a training consortium was engaged 
by DPCD to design a training program that 
could accommodate the three different levels 
of training outlined in the Framework. Training 
was delivered to 2491 participants across the 
state in 116 training sessions over a twelve 
month period that concluded in August 2009. 

This report focuses on successes and ongoing 
challenges as demonstrated through the 
evaluation of the training program, and outlines 
recommendations to further support the 
effective implementation of family violence risk 
assessment and risk management into the 
Victorian integrated family violence system. 

Background 

Since 2005 the Victorian Government has 
invested over $100 million in family violence 
reform. One of the key aims of the reform has 
been to integrate service, police and court 
responses so that those experiencing violence 
are supported by a single, coordinated and 
streamlined system. 

The Risk Assessment and Risk Management 
Framework (the Framework) has and 
continues to be a critical component in 
building this integrated approach, by ensuring 
that risk assessment and risk management 
of family violence is consistent throughout 
Victoria. 

The Framework comprises six components 
to effectively identify (risk assessment) and 
respond (risk management) to victims of 
family violence: 

1. a shared understanding of risk and family 
violence across all service providers 

2. a standardised approach to assessing risk 

3. appropriate referral pathways and 
information sharing 

4. risk management strategies that include 
ongoing assessment and case management 

5. consistent data collection and analysis to 
ensure the system is able to respond to 
changing priorities, and 

6. quality assurance strategies and measures 
that underpin a philosophy of continuous 
improvement. 

The Framework provides guiding principles 
and tools to relevant professionals to equip 
them with the skills they need to identify 
violence, assess risk and take appropriate 
action. It ensures that risk is assessed in 
a consistent way across sectors, whether 
in maternal and child health settings, 
specialist family violence services, or the 
police and court systems. It also gives 
professionals working in these areas the 
tools and information they need to make the 
appropriate linkages with other sectors. 

The statewide training that underpins 
the implementation of the Framework 
was deliberately designed to be cross
sectoral, supporting the .family violence 
reform objectives through the provision of 
a mechanism to build an integrated service 
system (A Fairer Victoria, 2007: 3.2). This 
training program - now known as the 
Common Risk Assessment Framework 
(CRAF) Training - was contracted to a 
consortium of Swinburne Institute of 
Technology, No to Violence and the Domestic 
Violence Resource Centre Victoria. The 
original contract covered the development of 
training modules, 'Supporting materials and 
the statewide delivery of 113 training sessions 
to up to 3000 participants by July 2009. 

The Training Consortium developed three 
distinct training modules in order that each 
sector and service type that a women 
experiencing family violence might interact 
with would be able to undertake appropriate 
training. Each of the three training modules 
was designed to reflect the level of detail and 
response relevant to practitioners' roles: 

1. Identifying Family Violence (IFV) training for 
mainstream professionals or groups who 
may be a first point of contact for women 
experiencing family violence; 
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2. Preliminary assessment training for service 
providers offering non-family violence 
specific support or services to people 
experiencing family violence; 

3. Comprehensive assessment training for 
specialist family violence professionals. 

These training modules were delivered as five 
session types: Preliminary, Comprehensive, a 
Train the Trainer session which incorporated 
the IFV module, and half-day sessions 
tailored specifically for the unique roles of 
Maternal and Child Health Nurses (MCHNs) 
and court registrars. An extensive suite of 
training materials was developed including 
handbooks, presentations, a DVD, a website 
and additional information produced by the 
Training Consortium. 

Evaluation methodology and scope 

Data was collated and analysed by both 
the Training Consortium and the Office 
of Women's Pol,icy in DPCD, utilising 
enrolment and attendance information from 
a training database, pre and post training 
self-assessment questionnaires, an online 
follow up survey to participants, and formal 
feedback from key stakeholders. The training 
implementation was evaluated in relation to 
administration and scheduling, selection and 
attendance, delivery and materials, coverage 
and reach, as well as participant learning and 
transfer of knowledge into their professional 
practices. The final evaluation and report was 
undertaken by the Office of Women's Policy. 

This report does not cover the evaluation of 
the supporting program of Identifying Family 
Violence training sessions (currently being 
delivered regionally); the pilot training sessions 
delivered in 2008; court registrar training'; 
or the small number of training sessions 
negotiated in addition to the original contract. 

Key Findings 

The Training Consortium delivered CRAF 
training to 2491 participants, in 116 training 

sessions across the State over a twelve 
month period that concluded August 2009. 
All regions of Victoria received their agreed 
training sessions although some regions 
negotiated variations to the types of sessions 
delivered. The delivery timeframe had to be 
extended by two months due to impact of the 
Victorian bushfires on the training schedule in 
some regions. 

The review has identified the key successes 
of the training program to include: 

• Extensive coverage and reach of the 
training. 

> Effective training coverage2 was 
achieved for specialist family violence 
services. 

> Total training coverage was offered and 
effectively achieved for Magistrates 
Court Registrars, and Maternal and 
Child Health Nurses3 . 

> Effective training coverage4 for police 
was achieved through a strong 
commitment from Victoria Police and 
the development of a separate internal 
training process based on the CRAF. 

> There was strong engagement and 
significant numbers trained from sexual 
assault services, ChildFIRST, Child 
Protection, family services, housing 
and homelessness services, disability 
services, counselling and mediation 
services, and, in some regions, family 
violence specific indigenous services. 

> The majority of MCHN and Preliminary 
training participants requested 
additional training, with the former 
requesting longer training sessions to 
explore and discuss training material, 
and Preliminary training participants 
requested further training and more 
opportunities to network and share 
information with others. 

> There was also significant engagement 
of men's behaviour change programs 

1 The Department of Justice have undertaken separate evaluation work which includes the training of the Court Registrars. 
2 Staff members from all DHS-funded services were able to access training and this was supported in some cases by in-house training. 
3 All Court Registrars and MCHNs were able to access training across all locations, with over 90% coverage. 
4 Victoria Police trained 5,671 staff members through in-house training on their risk assessment tool based on the CRAF. 
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(MBCP). Further work was undertaken 
to ensure that there was effective 
alignment of the CRAF with the risk 
assessment process used by MBCPs, 
and a withheld Comprehensive training 
will be delivered early in 2010 to support 
with MBCP sector developments. 

• The quality, relevance and usefulness of 
the training, training materials and the 
individual trainers was rated very highly by 
participants, with the majority - 80 to 90% 
- of training cohorts rating these 'highly' 
and 'very highly'. 

• Participant self-assessments distributed 
immediately before and after training 
showed dramatic and consistent 
improvement in participant skills and 
knowledge in the Framework around risk 
indicators, identifying family violence, 
risk assessment, safety planning, risk 
management and knowledge of referral 
pathways. Ninety-nine per cent of 
participants also reported one of more 
intended changes to practice as a result 
of the training in line with the aims of the 
training. The most common responses 
varied between the cohorts with MCHN 
training participants reporting the intent 
to ask more questions about family 
violence; Preliminary training participants 
predominantly reported intent to undertake 
risk assessment; and Comprehensive 
training participants had the greatest intent 
to share the CRAF framework with others. 

• The online participant survey, which 
captured responses several months 
after the training had been undertaken, 
demonstrated significant changes to 
practice as a result of the training: 

> 55% of participants had used the 
Framework since their training; 72% 
were asking questions about family 
violence; 68% were incorporating risk 
assessment into their work, 84 % were 
doing safety plans, 74% were referring 
clients to other services; 47% were 
sharing information and making referrals 
to other services, and 67% reported 
changes to practice that had occurred 
at a systems or organisational level. 

> Overall; MCHN training participants 
indicated the training had given them 
more confidence in broaching the 
subject of family violence with clients; 
Preliminary training participants 
demonstrated it was useful to have 
the subject reinforced and raised 
in a coherent framework; and 
Comprehensive training participants 
indicated that the CRAF training needed 
to be supported by work to further 
strengthen risk management processes. 

• Effectiveness of regional coordination. 
The Family Violence Regional Integration 
Coordinators' active involvement in the 
scheduling, promotion and enrolment 
process was a key factor in the success of 
the rollout regionally. 

• "I am more aware of incidence and risk factors; more aware of importance 
of MCHN as a positive/strength source to women" 

• "Know what to look for, be able to ask the correct questions and know what 
to do if client requires services" 
(from participants in the MCHN training) 

• "Aware now of not needing consent if risk is imminent and did not know 
this was a possibility or duty of care" . 

• "Have expanded my practice when developing risk management plan to 
include more than the primary victim" 

(from participants in the Comprehensive training) 
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• Consistent support from other government 
partners (such as Disability Services in 
DHS) made a significant difference to the 
engagement and participation of a number 
of priortised sectors. 

• Effective governance and monitoring 
structures. The reporting and monitoring 
process by the Training Consortium and 
the whole of government governance 
structure was effective and allowed for 
timely identification of issues, direction 
from stakeholders and partners and 
supported a process of continuous 
improvement by the Training Consortium 
and others involved in the rollout. 

The evaluation also identified a number of 
challenges and learnings for future work in 
this area, which include: 

• There is high demand for further training 
across all sectors. The rollout was 
not able to deliver training to the total 
number of potential participants. This was 
most prevalent with the Comprehensive 
and Preliminary sessions and due to 
a number of factors including limited 
ability to reschedule sessions with low 
enrolments, last minute cancellations or 
non-attendance by participants and slow 
take-up in some regions in the early stages 
of the rollout. 

• Factors such as large sector sizes 
and high staff turnover indicate that 
further training is required to ensure 
the embedding of CRAF practices; 
consistency statewide or the sustainability 
of the changes. 

• Some training sessions had significant 
numbers of participants not matching 
the target audience in role or experience 
and this often had a negative effect upon 
the outcomes for the participants and 
presented additional challenges for the 
trainers. This issue was most acute in 
Comprehensive sessions. 

• There was low engagement of culturally . 
and linguistically diverse services and 
Indigenous services statewide, and 
minimal engagement of the primary health, 
mental health, drugs and alcohol, legal and 
education sectors. 

Summary and recommendations 

To date, the CRAF training program has been 
very successful in achieving its intended 
aims of encompassing specialist as well 
as mainstream services and developing a 
shared understanding of risk assessment 
and risk management that builds on regional 
networks. Data analysis showed the training 
had a long term impact on the changed 
practice of participants who had undertaken 
the training. 

There was strong reinforcement from 
participants that the common approach to 
risk assessment and risk management that 
the Framework articulated was critical to 
reform. The materials and training approach 
were also considered effective. Participants 
and other stakeholders valued a cross
sectoral and regional approach to training 
and recognised the positive role it plays in 
developing an integrated and coordinated 
family violence service system. Overall, the 
demand for training has increased both 
regionally and from specific sectors. 

A key focus must be further consolidating 
and embedding the Framework into priority 
sectors as well as extending it into identified 
areas yet to be reached (such as GPs, 
primary and mental health services). New 
policy developments in the primary prevention 
of violence against women mean that new 
areas and sectors not currently engaged 
in responding to family violence and sexual 
assault (such as sporting organisations, 
workplaces and schools) may be faced 
with disclosures of such violence and must 
be equipped to respond appropriately. The 
expansion of CRAF training into these new 
sectors is envisaged as a key component of 
the implementation of A Right to Respect: 
Victoria's Plan to Prevent Violence against 
Women 2010-2020. 

While there are a range of issues to address in 
a complex reform process, evidence suggests 
that the CRAF training provides a strong 
model for the successful development of the 
common understanding of risk assessment 
and risk management necessary to building 
an integrated family violence service system. 
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A number of recommendations have 
consequently arisen from the training 
evaluation (these are further detailed on page 
35): 

1. Further workforce development is required 
for key sectors involved in the integrated 
family violence reforms; 

2. Extend workforce development to 
specialist and mainstream sectors newly 
identified as priority; 

3. Review and refine the Framework and 
workforce developing training package 
to more effectively target and respond to 
diverse communities; 

4. Ensure sustainability of Framework 
knowledge and skills and ensure alignment 
with other sector assessments; 

5. Future training delivery to recognise the 
key learnings from the training delivery 
strategy and processes (i.e. cross sectoral 
implementation and effective regional 
coordination), and 

6. Recognise the critical role of workforce 
development to inform the next stages of 
family violence reform - specifically the 
focus on strengthening risk management. 
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2. Background 

Since 2005 the Victorian Government 
invested over $100 million into family violence 
reform with the aim of ensuring an integrated, 
coordinated response across sectors. 
A shared approach to the assessment and 
management of risk as a critical component 
of an integrated service system approach, 
and $0.2 million was allocated to develop 
the Risk Assessment and Risk Management 
Framework (the Framework), as part of 
the first tranche of this investment. The 
Framework was developed through an 
extensive cross-sector consultation process 
over 2006 and launched in July 2007, with 
2,500 training manuals distributed to service 
providers throughout Victoria. 

How we respond tofamily violence 
when reported, can either assist or 
expose the victims. We know the 
best results come from everyone 
working together in a coordinated 
and integrated way. That is why the 
Victorian Government introduced a 
new approach. This Risk Assessment 
and Risk Management Framework 
is part of the Victorian Government's 
A Fairer Victoria initiative of 
$35.1 million over four years to 
improve responses to family violence. 

Maxine Morand, Minister for 
Women's Affairs 

The development of the Framework involved 
consultation with over 500 members of family 
violence services, including the Magistrate's 
Court, community legal services, police, 
statewide peak and specialist services, and 
the allied service sector in September and 

, October 2006. The Framework was piloted 
and evaluated in two Department of Human 
Services Regions (NorthlWest and Hume 
region) in December 2006 and January 2007. 

The Government committed a further 
$2 million in 2007 to implement the 
Framework, and a portion was allocated to 
provide family violence risk assessment and 
risk management training to specialist family 
violence services, family violence reform 

partners and related mainstream services 
statewide. 

Two governing bodies were created to 
oversee the Framework; the Framework 
Reference Group (FRG) was created to 
oversee and guide the overall implementation 
of the Framework; and the Training Task 
Group (TTG) to oversee the development 
and rollout of the training. These structures 
for oversight and guidance ensured ongoing 
consultation and feedback was provided 
from relevant organisations and experts at all 
stages of the Framework's development and 
training rollout. Governing bodies gave regular 
reports and information to the Family Violence 
Statewide Advisory Committee (FVSAC) 
and the Family Violence Interdepartmental 
Committee (FVIDC) , ensuring the training was 
contextualised as a part of the ongoing family 
violence reform in Victoria. 

Initially called the Safer Families Training, 
and now commonly referred to as the 
Common Risk Assessment Framework 
(CRAF) training, the training program was 
based on the Framework. It aimed to 
build capacity and consistency across the 
family violence services sector and related 
mainstream services in risk assessment and 
risk management practice. The, training 
was required to incorporate particular issues 
experienced by culturally and linguistic diverse 
(CALD) communities, Indigenous groups and 
for clients for whom disability was a factor. 

Cross-sectoral training was critical to 
achieving the training objective of supporting 
the development of the integrated family 
violence service system, to foster shared 
understanding of risk assessment and risk 
management across the state, while building 
on and developing regional networks. 
Training approaches were based on adult 
learning principles and incorporated 
relevant experiential learning activities 
while responding to the needs and skills 
of partiCipants. This interactive learning 
environment was intended to give participants 
from different sectors an opportunity to share 
expertise and experience, and highlight 
their similarities, differences and specialist 
knowledge. 
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The design and delivery of the Framework 
training program was tendered out to a 
Training Consortium (TC) made up of the 
Swinburne University of Technology, the 
Domestic Violence Resource Centre Victoria 
and No to Violence. 

The primary aim of the CRAF training was 
to provide services with training in the 
Framework to the level of detail relevant 
to their engagement with victims of family 
violence. The TC developed three training 
modules for all sectors and services with 
which women experiencing family violence 
might interact. Each of the three training 
levels was intended to reflect the level of 
detail and response relevant to the different 
practitioner's roles: 

1. Identifying Family Violence (lFV) training for 
. mainstream professionals or groups who 

may be a first point of contact for women 
experiencing family violence; 

2. Preliminary assessment training for service 
providers offering non-family violence 
specific support or services to people 
experiencing family violence; 

3. Comprehensive assessment training for 
specialist family violence professionals. 

Table 1 provides more details on the structure, 
key training components and target groups 
for each of the training levels. 

The TC, in consultation with partners and with 
guidance from governing bodies, developed 
all training materials. These materials 
included the three levels of cross-sectoral 
risk assessment training from the Framework, 
according to the level of knowledge of the 
intended audience. The IFV training module 
was intended for mainstream professionals 
or groups who may be a first point of contact 
for people experiencing family violence; the 
Preliminary training module was developed 
for those who may be providing non family 
violence specific support or services to 
people experiencing family violence (e.g. 
disability, homelessness, child protection 
and other sectors); and the Comprehensive 
training module was developed for specialist 

family violence professionals. As outlined in 
Table 1 above, the MCHN and court registrar 
trainings were adapted to meet the needs 
of each cohort; Maternal and Child Health 
Nurses and court registrars received half-
day sessions specific to their unique roles 
adapted from the IFV and Preliminary training 
sessions. Supporting materials for the training 
included five training handbooks and a DVD 
which illustrated and contextualised key 
aspects of the Framework, as well as a range 
of supporting materials such as handouts, 
quizzes and information sheets. These are all 
available on a website (tafe.swinburne.edu.au/ 
CRAFJ. 

As outlined in Table 1, the shorter IFV 
training module was intended for mainstream 
professionals or community groups who 
may be a first point of contact for women 
not accessing the Integrated Family Violence 
System. The actuallFV sessions were the 
only CRAF training which was not delivered 
by the Training Consortium but was to be 
delivered by FV practitioners trained by the 
TC using the materials developed by the 
TC. This module was covered by the TC as 
part of a two-day package that included a 
Comprehensive session followed by a day 
of Train the Trainer and practice in delivering 
the IFV training. The intended cohort for 
these two days of training (referred to as 
ComprehensiveiTrain the Trainer) was 
experienced family violence practitioners 
who would then deliver at least one session 
of IFV to groups or services in their region. 
The participants who undertook the 
ComprehensiveiTrain the Trainer sessions are 
now delivering the IFV training regionally and 
are overseen by the RIC position. 

A small number of training sessions were 
held aside to be allocated during the rollout 
based on information and demand from 
training delivery. These sessions included 
two sessions delivered for statewide family 
violence focussed. services and one session 
for disability services. Both are included in this 
report. A final session for Men's Behaviour 
Change Programs is to be delivered to 
coincide with sector developments. 
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, 
Table 1: Structure of Family Violence Risk Assessment and Risk Management Training Levels 

Assessment level Training components 

· LEVELl 
· Identifying family 

violence 

2 hours 

.. --~~ -- - -~-. 
~.-- ------~~~ . 

LEVEL 2 

: Preliminary assessment 

4 hours 

LEVEL 3 

· Comprehensive 
assessment 

1 day 

=-=-- __ ~ ________ .c_ _ _ ._;~ 

· Train the Trainer -
--~ 

• for other workers to 
provide Level 1 Training 

· 2 days 

, Maternal & Child 
: Health Nurse training 

· 3 hours 
--- --, ----.- -- -- . --- .,- -~~---. 

· Court Registrars 
· training 

3 hours 

- shared understanding of family violence 
(including the impact of family violence); 

- use of 'trigger' questions to identify 
family violence; 

- safety planning; and 

- information sharing and effective 
referral. 

- shared understanding of family violence 
(including the impact of family violence); 

- use of Preliminary assessment tool to 
assess for presence of evidence-based 
risk factors; 

- safety planning; and 

- information sharing and effective 
referral. 

- shared understanding of family violence 
(including the impact of family violence); 

- use of Comprehensive assessment 
tool to assess risk and develop risk 
management strategies, with a particular 
focus on working with children, 
Indigenous clients, CALD clients and 
clients with a disability; 

- safety planning; information sharing and 
partnership approaches; and 

- case management and risk 
management. 

- Identifying Family Violence component 
material. 

- Understanding and Using Adult Learning 
Principles to facilitate training. 

- Combined Trainer training and 
Comprehensive workshop. 

- Adaptation of Identifying Family Violence 
component 

- Including role play learning. 

- Adaptation of Identifying Family 
Violence and Preliminary Assessment 
components taking into account their 
'Recognise and Respond' training 
undertaken in 2005. 

The Identifying Family Violence 
component was expected to be focussed 

i on assisting professionals whose roles may 
include: 

: - being the first point of contact for people 
experienCing family violence 

referring clients to services related to 
their personal circumstances . 

The Preliminary Risk Assessment 
· training component was expected to be 

focussed on assisting professionals whose 
roles may include: 

- undertaking initial risk assessments with 
victims of family violence 

- referring clients to specialist family 
violence services 

- possibly providing ongoing related 
support services. 

· The Comprehensive Risk Assessment 
· training component was expected to 
: be focussed on assisting specialist family 
· violence professionals whose roles include: 

- undertaking initial and/or ongoing risk 
assessment 

- carrying responsibility for risk 
management as part of an ongoing case 
management responsibility within the 
overall family violence service system. 

· The Train the Trainer training component 
was expected to be focussed on specialist 

, family violence professionals, as with 
the Comprehensive trainings, with the 
commitment and ability to deliver Identifying 
Family Violence Training. 

Tailored in recognition of the specific role and 
· work context of MCHNs. 

· Tailored in recognition of the specific role and 
· work context of Court Registrars. 
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3. Data Collection 

A variety of data collection tools were used to 
evaluate the training rollout. The Kirkpatrick 
model5 of training evaluation was used to 
evaluate effectiveness of the training for the 
participants. Using pre and post training 
assessments completed by participants 
immediately prior to and after the training, the 
Training Consortium collected the reaction 
of the participants to the training sessions, 
changes in knowledge and confidence, 
intention to utilise this knowledge, and 
their assessment of training quality, These 
questionnaires are available as Appendix A: 
Pre and post assessment forms. The TC also 
analysed this data, with the exception of the 
comments from the participants in relation 
to examples of changes to practice that 
might result from training, and questions on 
additional training that would enhance current 
skills and knowledge. This was coded and 
analysed by the Department of Planning and 
Community Development (DPCD). 

To determine actual use of the Framework 
and changes to practice after training 
delivery, an online survey was developed and 
analysed by DPCD. Between 12 August and 
2 September 2009, participants who had 
attended the training at least three months 
prior were sent the survey electronically. The 
full survey is available in Appendix B: Online 
Participant Survey. 

Evaluation of the reach and coverage of 
the training rollout was undertaken using a 
training database maintained by the TC to 
collect and record all information related to 
enrolment including rollout schedules and 
participant attendance. DPCD, in consultation 
with partner organisations, used the data 
for coding and analysis to determine the 
extent of the training's coverage of specific 
sectors (i.e. numbers of staff trained from any 
given'sector) and reach of the rollout into the 
identified range of service sector types. 

Changes and improvements were made to 
training rollout and data collection throu'ghout 
the life of the training delivery, which meant 
that sometimes full comparison between 
training levels could not be made. 

Additional feedback on all aspects of the 
training rollout was formally sought from 
the RICs following the completion of the 
training. RICs, government and sector 
partners, training observers and the TC 
also contributed feedback in relation to the 
strengths of the training on an ongoing basis 
and identified areas for improvement which 
were acted upon throughout the rollout where 
possible. The TC also contributed formally to 
the evaluation following the rollout. 

Analysis of the pre and post assessment 
surveys for those training pilot sessions rolled 
out in 2008, and those for court registrar 
training, were not within the scope of this 
report. However, the survey results can be 
viewed in full in Appendix C: Pre and post 
assessment results for court registrar and 
pilot training in 2008. 

5 Kirkpatrick's Four Levels of Evaluation, In B, Hoffman (Ed,), Encyclopaedia of Educational Technology. Retrieved December 7, 2009, 
from http://coe.sdsu.edu/eetiArticles/k4Ievels/start.htm 
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4. Process Evaluation 

Training Administration, Scheduling and 
Enrolment 

The Training Consortium fulfilled their 
obligations in the training rollout, delivering 
all scheduled training as well as additional 
MCHN trainings funded by Department of 
Education and Early Childhood Development 
(DEECD) that are not included in this 
evaluation. The chart outlining the final rollout 
of scheduled training activities at the time 
of reporting is found in Appendix 0: CRAF 
final delivery schedule. The TC delivered 
116 training sessions to a total of 2,491 
participants from 9 October 2008 to 27 
August 2009. 

Table 2: Numbers of Training Delivered 

2009 I Number of Number of 
,Sessions Participants 

Comp/TTT 68 

_ Comprehensive 

8 

24 

28 

28 

8 

.;~ - .:;.;:,.::=::.. ----~- ~; 

447 
- --- _. ~r-. "---- ,-- - -- - ----. 

556 Preliminary 

MCHN 
- ---~ - --- --~ ----......, 

: Additional MCHN 
post August 2009* 

705 

186 

2008 (pilots) Number of Number of 
Sessions Participants 

Comp/TTT: 5 i 66 
___________ 1 

~--.-

Comprehensive* 2 25 

l r - ---"1 

Preliminary* 2 40 
-r ~ ~ ~ ---

MCHN* I 5 123 
:~~ 

Registrars* 6 275 

* Are not included in general analysis 

All regions received their agreed allocation 
of Comprehensive, Preliminary and Trainer 
training sessions. A number of sessions 
were cancelled due to low numbers and 
then were rescheduled for later dates that 
were more suitable for participants and 
regional networks. The TC was flexible in 
amending sessions. For example, Loddon 
Mallee chose to exchange a Comprehensive 
training for further Preliminary rollouts to 
meet regional training needs more effectively. 
In February and March, several sessions 
were cancelled and rescheduled due to the 

~ 

Victorian bushfires, resulting in the training 
rollout continuing until August. Participant 
attendance is discussed further in the next 
section. 

Training enrolment and data collection was 
managed centrally by the TC, while Regional 
Integration Coordinators (RICs) targeted the 
enrolments, organised training promotion, 
and gave advice and feedback on issues 
such as training locations and schedules. 
The RICs made a significant effort to promote 
the training and encourage enrolments, and 
in some instances government partners, 
peak bodies and DPCD also assisted with 
promoting sessions to specific service sectors 
across regional boundaries. 

RICs were particularly important to the 
Comprehensive! TTT training in identifying 
and targeting a very specific training cohort, 
i.e. family violence practitioners who would 
deliver the IFV sessions regionally. This 
process is ongoing and not covered in this 
report. The Department of Justice (DOJ) 
and the Department of Education and Early 
Childhood Development (DEECD) coordinated 
court registrar and MCHN enrolments, 
respectively. 

The TC system of enrolment data collection 
enabled trainers and governing bodies to 
monitor progress, identify issues and provide 
feedback or direction as required. The TC 
provided regular, comprehensive reports to 
governing bodies (the FRG and TTG). The 
TC also regularly held issues-based meetings 
incorporating feedback from trainers, RICs, 
other observers, and government partners 
during the training rollout. Stakeholqer 
feedback was captured in governing bodies' 
meeting minutes, and through verbal and 
written comments. Stakeholders all agreed 
the TC were active and responsive in 
addressing issues arising during training 
rollout. 

Trainers observed that it was useful for RICs 
to attend training sessions as it provided 
participants with a sense of connection to 
regional and wider networks. RICs noted in 
the questionnaires that their administrative 
role in CRAF rollout and follow up had been 
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considerable and time-consuming However, 
they found that DPCD and TC provided timely 
responses to their requests for clarity and 
guidance. 

The TC reported that the coordination, 
packing and distribution of materials and 
resources were well-organised and effective. 
Venues and catering when sourced by the 
TC were generally appropriate and well 
received by participants. However, there 
were occasional issues with the catering 
when provided at no cost locally (details are 
available in Appendix E: Pre and Post Training 
Self-Assessment Results. 

Training Selection and Attendance 

Evidence collected in the training 
development stage served to highlight which 
sectors and agencies would be targeted 
for each training stream (IFV, Preliminary, 
Comprehensive or Training the Trainer). 
These were sent to different regions for 
nominations and are identified in Appendix 
F: Potential sectors and agencies relevant to 
training program components. Nomination 
strategies were discussed in the previous 
section. Overall, the training rollout was not 
able to deliver training to the numbers of 
participants originally intended. The shortfalls 
were primarily for the Preliminary and 
Comprehensive sessions. A number of factors 
contributed to this, including participant 
withdrawal, cancellation or non-attendance 
- in many cases occurring too late to allow 
those on the waiting the list to attend, or to 
reschedule sessions with low numbers. 

Training report numbers and targets are 
shown in Table 3 below. This does not include 
the one Comprehensive training session yet 
to be rolled out to MBC programs as already 
outlined on page 7. 

A number of actions were taken to address 
the attendance shortfalls throughout the 
rollout. The consortium in some cases 
was able to reschedule sessions with low 
numbers, though towards the end of the 
training rollout there was less flexibility to do 
so. They also agreed to increase the numbers 
of enrolments per session to allow for a 
number of cancellations or 'no shows'. 

The range of participants varied greatly across 
regions. Some regions were able to better 
target the intended training audience as they 
had a larger pool of candidates from which 
to select than other areas, e.g. metropolitan 
areas were better able to select participants 
who met the training audience requirements 
than most rural ones. However some regions 
had differing strategies such as targeting both 
FV practitioners and experienced trainers to 
attend the ComprehensivefTrain the Trainer 
sessions. 

As most participants had roles in direct 
service provision, this and client crisis 
issues resulted in significant numbers of late 
cancellations and non-attendance at training. 
Participant attendance targets were also 
affected by availability of intended participants 
in some remote and regional areas, distance 
of travel required to attend training, and, in 
some instances, misunderstanding of training 
aims. 

Table 3: Number of Individual participant selection and attendance across all training 

Training Title Target 2009 % Nominated Attended to % Attended by 
Nominated to date by 27Aug 2009 (inc Target 

to date Target 2008) 

~ Comp/TTT 96 123 128% 132 138% 
.- - --

Comprehensive 900 701 78% 470 52% 
- -

MCHN* 840 903 108% 770 92% 
Preliminary 990 841 85% 596 60% 

" . Registrar's 324 0 0% 275 85% 
Totals 3150 2568 82% 2243 71% 
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As shown in Table 4 below, some participants 
were not able to attend training due to 
sessions being oversubscribed and were put 
on a waiting list. In addition, some participants 
presented on the day without enrolling; these 
people were included in figures of attendance 
(referred to as 'active' in the table below). On 
some occasions, high enrolment numbers 
and/or unexpected participants attending 
resulted in higher attendance figures for 
individual sessions than planned. These do 
not include the 23 observers from stakeholder 
groups who attended training sessions. 

Despite the lower overall participant numbers 
than envisaged, the general trend was 
that demand for training grew in the later 

Table 4: Participant Attendance 

stage of the training rollout as more people 
became aware of and interested in the 
CRAF. This is discussed further in the next 
section. Feedback from governing bodies 
and observers has led to three sessions (two 
Comprehensive and Preliminary) specifically 
targeted at statewide FV services and the 
disability sector. All regions have requested 
more training, as have a number of specific 
sectors. 

Participant activity by individual training 
session type is displayed in Appendix G: 
Individual participant activity. Tables in 
Appendix H: Training participants shown by 
region show the number of attendees by 
region and training type. 

Training Title Active Cancelled No Show Wait List Withdrawals 'Turn Ups' 
(WO) (included in 

Active #s) 

Comp/TTT 68 19 13 11 12 8 
Comprehensive 447 11 94 49 100 17 
MCHN 654 10 69 103 67 24 
Preliminary 556 9 121 66 89 12 

I Totals 1725 49 297 229 268 61 

NB: Individuals may have multiple 'status' in this table e.g. a participant may have been included on the wait list for one session 
and active for the session they attended. 

Training Coverage and Reach 

Priority sectors for training were identified 
through consultation, extensive and ongoing 
research, and sector demand. These included 
sectors working with women at high risk or 
who faced additional barriers to accessing 
support and services. Given the diversity 
of services that women experiencing family 
violence may need, adequate coverage 
(that is numbers of participants from specific 
sectors attending the training) and reach (the 
range of a sectors recorded as accessing 
the training) is vital. This is not only to directly 
increase the skills and knowledge of those 
providing services to women experiencing 
family violence, but to support long-term 
change with and across sectors. This is also 

important for the cross-sectoral approach of 
the Framework and the intent of the CRAF 
training to contribute to the development of an 
integrated family violence service system. 

To determine the coverage and reach of the 
training across service types and community 
sectors identified as priority areas, DPCD 
examined enrolment information of participants 
in the TC training database. Participants were 
assigned to one or more service sectors 
according to their organisation, job title, and 
their role in family violence risk assessment. 
These figures include the statewide Preliminary 
training session for the disability sector, 
and the specialist family violence services 
Comprehensive training session, as previously 
discussed. 
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Table 5: Attendance figures by sector 

# # 

Sector Participants in Participants in Total Total% 
Pre Comp Participants Participants 

Child FIRST & Family Services 
-~ ~-

Women Family Violence Specific 
Services (IWDVS & WDVCS & 

· refuges & DV outreach workers) 

Unknown 

Counselling & Mediation 
- -

. Housing/ Homelessness Services 

Disability Services 
-

Indigenous ~ervices 

Other category 

Child Protection 

· Men's Services 

Sexual AssaulV CASAs 

CALD sector (excluding IWDS) 

Education 

Primary Health (including hospitals, 
~nurses, A&E) 

· Mental Health 
--

Alcohol & Other Drugs 

Legal Services & Lawyers 

MCHN 

179 

8 

96 

41 

102 

68 

6 

15 

22 

1 

0 

14 

21 

15 

11 

6 

4 

4 

Women's family violence and sexual assault 
specific seNices, which were intended targets 
of the Comprehensive training, were the most 
effectively covered, along with MCHN and 
court registrar training, at an estimated 80% 
of the cohort. 

Victoria Police separately developed and 
delivered its own internal training on the CRAF 
manual and risk assessment tool to 5,671 
participants (including 25 inspectors, 211 
senior sergeants, and 1011 sergeants, and 
all Family Violence Advisers). Consequently 
these seNices have been covered by training 
rollout, but are not covered in this report. 

There was significant engagement from 
a number of serVices that are key to an 
effective response to family violence e.g. Child 
Protection, Child FIRST and Family SeNices, 
Counselling and Mediation SeNices, Men's 
Behaviour Change Programs, and Housing 

95 

198 

64 

86 

19 

4 

37 

28 

19 

30 

30 

15 

8 

13 

0 

2 

3 

3 

274 

206 

160 

127 

121 

72 

43 

43 

41 

31 

30 

29 

29 

28 

11 

8 

7 

7 

24.46 

18.39 

14.29 

11.34 

10.8 

6.43 

3.84 

3.84 

3.66 

2.77 

2.68 

2.59 

2.59 

2.5 

0.98 

0.71 

0.63 

0.63 

and Homelessness SeNices. However, 
given the issues already mentioned around 
sector size, turnover and expansion, further 
investment in training is sufficient to sustain 
the necessary level of shared understanding 
and practice change is needed in the long 
term. 

The reach of the training into Indigenous 
communities and CALD communities was 
variable across regions. Despite prioritisation 
and repeated efforts to engage seNices, 
these sectors did not access the training 
in the numbers expected across the state. 
Specific and additional projects to tailor, target 
and deliver training to the Indigenous and 
CALD sectors have been initiated as a result 
of the training monitoring processes. 

There were a relatively high number of 
participants from the disability sector and 
the counselling and mediation sector, with 
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an additional session of Preliminary training 
delivered to disability staff as well as DHS staff 
undertaking additional promotion of CRAF. 
However, given the range and types of service 
providers in these sectors, the analysis of 
enrolment to date suggests that coverage has 
been largely restricted to specific parts of the 
sector. For example, the majority of disability 
participants were DHS funded staff, and the 
counselling and mediation sector had a sizable 
number of staff from both Relationships Australia 
and DOJ Dispute Settlement Centre staff. 

Not surprisingly, the large scope of the training 
rollout highlights the size and complexity of 
an integrated family violence response. It is 
difficult in many cases to determine the training 
coverage of individual sectors due to a range 
of factors, which include: 

• The size of the sector may be difficult 
to determine - especially for non
governmental services; some sectors 
encompass government employees and 
agency delivered-services funded by both 
government and non government service 
providers (e.g. disability and counselling). 

• Workforce turnover will also impact on 
coverage and sustainability. While this can 
be difficult to assess it is known to be high 
in certain key sectors e.g. family violence, 
Child Protection and homelessness 
services. 

• Known expansion is also a factor in 
some sectors (e.g. Child Protection and 
homelessness services) and will have 
an impact on sector sizes and therefore 
coverage. 

Furthermore, as a result of the training rollout 
as well as through other family violence 
reform initiatives,there was an increasing 
awareness and interest in the Framework 
in many mainstream service sectors. This 
contributed to the growing demand from 
those sectors already engaged in the rollout. 
It also contributed to expressions of interest 
from sectors not initially targeted or effectively 
reached during the major period of the rollout. 
The demand for training identified as a result 
of specific discussions and requests for 

training was significant in relation to potential 
numbers of practitioners. These included, 
for example, Bushfire Case Managers, staff in 

. Early Parenting Centres and in Corrections, 
counselling service providers, non-government 
disability services and refugee settlement 
workers. 

Feedback from the Training Consortium and 
other stakeholders also noted how this training 
contributed towards networking, liaising and 
relationship building across services, as well 
as building individual understanding of family 
violence services as part of an integrated 
response. Participants discussed case 
studies, and shared their agency responses 
and responsibilities with each other. This 
was effective at drawing out differences, 
commonalities and specialist knowledge 
across different sector service providers. 

Training Quality, Delivery and Materials 

Questions relating to the training quality, 
material and content were asked as part of 
the participant pre and post training self
assessments. Participants were also given 
an opportunity to comment on the training 
as part of qualitative feedback given in the 
post training assessment, and this is included 
in the qualitative analysis. The TC used this 
information to modify and improve the training 
throughout the rollout and in reporting back to 
governing bodies. 

Specific questions asked in the post 
assessment regarding training quality, delivery 
and materials are as follows: 

• What is your overall evaluation of 
today's training? 

• How would you rate the trainers in 
terms of knowledge and presentation 
style? 

• How relevant was the training today to 
your role in the workplace [in relation to 
family violence]? 

• How do you rate the quality of the 
training materials? 

• How do you rate the quality of the venue 
and catering at the training today? 
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Training was very positively received on the 
whole by the majority of participants, with 
above 80% of Preliminary and Comprehensive 
participants rating the overall training 'highly' 
and 'very highly'. Over 75% of MCHN 
participants rated the training 'highly' and 
'very highly'. 

Table 6: "What is your overall evaluation of 
today's training?" 

Very High Medium Low Very 

High Low 

MCHN 26% 50% 

Preliminary 32% 51 % 
--- -- -

Comprehensive 27% 55% 

20% 

15% 

16% 

4% 0% 

2% 0% 

2% 0% 

Training sessions were all jOintly delivered 
by two qualified and experienced trainers 
with knowledge and experience in family 
violence, usually one from the Domestic 
Violence Resource Centre Victoria and one 
from Swinburne University of Technology. 
Feedback in the post-training evaluations 
with regard to the training team was 
extremely positive and consistent across all 
training groups, with approximately 90% of 
participants rating the trainers 'highly' and 
'very highly'. Participant comments from 
qualitative data demonstrated they valued 
trainers using case studies, role-plays and 
the DVD as part of the learning tools, and 
appreciated the interactive methods used in 
the training. 

Table 7: "How would you rate the trainers in 
terms of knowledQe and presentation style?" 

Very High Medium Low Very 

High Low 

MCHN 43% 45% 10% 2% 0% 
-

Preliminary 51% 41% 7% 1% 0% 

Comprehensive 46% 45% 9% 0% 0% , 
,m 61% '31% 6% 0% 2% 

The feedback from participants regarding 
the quality and depth of materials was very 
good with 90% MCHN, 94% Preliminary, 
and 93% Comprehensive participants rating 
them 'highly' and 'very highly'. It is particularly 
noticeable that the specialist family violence 
sector (with a high level-of family violence 
expertise) rated the materials so highly. 
Training materials and content were seen 
to be most appropriate when participants 
matched the profile of the intended training. 
Stakeholder feedback, specifically from RICs, 
also indicated that all CRAF training materials. 
were of extremely high quality and training 
delivery and rollout were thorough. 

Table 8: "How do you rate the quality of the 
training materials?" 

Very High Medium Low Very 

High Low 

MCHN 44% 46% 8% 2% 0% 
. -

Preliminary 54% 40% 6% 0% 0% 
;-_.-

Comprehensive 47% 46% . 3% 1% 0% 

.m 61% 34% 6% 2% 0% 

Participants saw the relevance of training 
to their workplace roles positively with 
89% MCHN, 76% Preliminary, and 79% 
Comprehensive participants rating training 
'highly' and 'very highly' relevant. As MCHN 
nurses were the most homogenous cohort 

. and indicated the training to be most relevant 
to their work, lower responses from the 
Preliminary and Comprehensive participants 
could in some part be attributed to the 
challenges outlined in the selection and 
attendance section, which resulted in very 
diverse groups of participants even for some 
Comprehensive sessions. This is important 
as high levels of perceived relevance of 
training are a necessary precursor to use of 
knowledge and understanding gained (or 
practice change). This also emphasizes the 
importance of effective targeting as a critical 
factor in future changes to practice. 
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Table 9: "How relevant was the training today to 
your role in the workplace in relation to family 
violence?" 

Very High Medium Low Very 

High Low 

MCHN ·53% 36% 10% 1% 0% 

Preliminary '34% ·42% . 20% ·4% 0% 
... -. ·f 

Comprehensive . 43% ·36% 17% 3% 1% 

m : 0% 81% 16% 0% 3% 

Figures in this table have been rounded up. 

The homogeneity of the participant cohort 
varied greatly between training modules 
and sometimes individual training sessions. 
The MCHN and registrar's training was 
limited to very specific groups, although the 
range of experience in MCHN ranged from 
considerable work experience years in the 
role to tertiary and graduate students. The 
Preliminary sessions, on the other hand, 
were explicitly targeted for a very wide 
range of potential p'articipants, and intended 
to utilise the spread of knowledge and 
experience available in the session. Variation 
in participants' knowledge and experience in 
some training sessions - most commonly the 
Comprehensive and ComprehensivefTrain the 
Trainer sessions - was reported as an issue 
by the trainers, due to these modules having 
been developed for a high level of knowledge 
and experience. At times the training 
components or timing had to be altered to 
accommodate numbers of participants who 
had significantly less or more knowledge than 
the targeted cohort. In some Comprehensive 
sessions the coverage of participants was 
far broader than intended, with the targeted 
audience being in a minority. This was 
reflected in the feedback from evaluations of 
some of these training sessions. 

There were a variety of reasons why this 
occurred. The TC reported that the terms 
"Preliminary" and "Comprehensive" were 
sometimes misinterpreted by participants, 
leading to some attending training levels 
that were inappropriate for their role. There 
was an expectation that Comprehensive 
training would be more thorough than 
Preliminary training, rather than a different 
type of training intended for those in service 
provider roles and specialist family violence 
professionals. Additionally the TC reported 
that sometimes participants also selected 
training sessions based on convenient times 
rather than session type, or chose a full 
day's Comprehensive training to justify a long 
commute to the training. 
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5. Impact Evaluation 

Training Reactions and Learning 
(Pre and Post Self-Assessments) 

All participants completed a self-assessment 
prior to and following the training. These 
assessments not only recorded perceptions 
of training quality, delivery and materials 
(highlighted above), but also evaluated 
participants' reactions to the training and 
learning of materials. The questions were 
both in qualitative and quantitative form. 
Quantitative self-assessment questions 
immediately prior to and following training 
were compiled and analysed by the TC. 
The full assessments are available as 
Appendix C: Pre and post assessment 
results for court registrar and pilot training in 
2008. Qualitative information was recorded 
by the TC and sent to OWP to establish a 
coding framework to categorise and analyse 
the comments, see Appendix I: Coding for 
Qualitative Self-Assessment Data. Common 
themes emerging from pre and post 
assessment follow. 

Participant self-assessment 

Qualitative self-assessment data was 
presented by the TC to reflect the number 
of participants who ranked themselves 'very 
low', 'low', 'medium', 'high' and 'very high', 
in the following areas: 

• Knowledge in risk indicators 

• Skill and confidence in conducting 
risk assessment (or identifying 
family violence for MCHN) 

• Skill and confidence in conducting 
safety planning (or risk 
management for Comprehensive) 

• Knowledge of diversity as a factor in 
family violence 

• Knowledge of referral pathways in 
family violence responses 

Evaluation of the Train the Trainer component 
of the training showed dramatic improvement 
in the pre and post self-assessments in skills 
and confidence in finding resources, planning, 
conducting, evaluating, and including diversity 
in Identifying Family Violence (lFV) training. 

As shown in the following graphs depicting 
pre and post training question results, ' 
self-assessments showed strong and 
consistent improvement in participant 
skills and knowledge in the Framework 
around risk indicators, identifying family 
violence, risk assessment, safety planning, 
and risk management. The most dramatic 
improvement was amongst the MCHN 
training cohort. This is likely due to 
MCHNs having the lowest initial level of 
knowledge and experience in family violence 
specialised skills. Likewise, the Preliminary 
training participants showed dramatic 
improvement in skills and knowledge, while 
the Comprehensive participants reported 
improvement but not to the same extent as 
the other cohorts. The latter was predictable 
given the high level of specialist knowledge 
and experiences already possessed by this 
cohort. 

The most dramatic increase in skills and 
knowledge pre and post training across 
all training levels related to the diversity of. 
victims' of family violence issues and needs, 
and the increases in vulnerability this can 
bring. For example participants reported 
much better understanding of how disability, 
drug and alcohol use or language needs may 
impact and the range of additional resources 
or actions which may be needed. An 
increase in knowledge of referral pathways for 
women and children was also evident, and, 
in the case of Comprehensive training,.there 
was increased knowledge of referral pathways 
for men. 
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Table 10: Pre and Post 
Training Self-Assessment 
Question Results 

-Responses in blue indicate pre 
training responses; responses 
in red indicate post training 
responses 

Rate your current knowledge of 
risk indicators to women and 
children experiencing family 
violence 

Rate your skill and confidence in 
conducting a family violence risk 
assessment 

Rate your level of skill and 
knowledge in developing a basic 
family violence safety plan 

Rate your level of knowledge of the 
integrated family violence referral 
pathways for women and children 

Rate your knowledge of diversity 
as a factor when assessing and 
managing risk to women and 
children experiencing family 
violence 

MCHN Training Preliminary Training Comprehensive Training 
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Qualitative self-assessment 

A number of open-ended questions were 
used to obtain qualitative information about 
participants' experiences of the training. 
Responses were recorded by the TC and sent 
to DPCD to establish a code to categorise 
and analyse. The questions asked of 
participants were: 

• Please give two examples of how you 
might change yom practice as a result 
of this training 

• Please indicate further information 
or training that would enhance yom 
cmrent practice and skill in responding 
to family violence / conducting risk 
assessments 

Table 11 : Question 1 codes and percentage of 
responses by training type 

Participants were able to give more than one 
response or none at all , and an individual 
response may have fit into more than one 
coding. A total of 227 out of 1,764 responses 
to the question of 'changes to practice resulting 
from training' were coded more than once. 
A total of 61 out of 891 responses to the 
question of 'further training or information 
needed ' were coded more than once. 

The coding for the first question, on 'changes 
to practice ', is outlined in the table below, 
along with percentages of responses for each 
code. When these numbers are looked at 
as a percentage of total responses, 99% of 
respondents reported an expected change 
to practice as a result of the training. Only 
14 respondents did not expect to make any 
changes to practice. Of those participants 
reporting expected changes to practice, 
20% of all participants reported it would 
occur around risk assessment, 18% around 
questioning techniques, 17.5% an overall general 
improvement and 12% around improved referral, 
information sharing and networking. 

Total # MCHN% Preliminary% Comprehensive% Total% 

1. Improvements in referrals, information 243 6.57 11.50 16.1 9 12.00 
sharing and networking 

2. Increased knowledge of other services 21 1.00 0.41 1.68 1.00 

3. Increased ability and/or improvements in 399 9.76 27.60 18.91 20.00 
practice for undertaking Risk Assessment 

4. Increased ability and/or improvements in 53 0.00 0.27 6.61 2.60 
practice for undertaking Risk Management 

5. Increased ability and/or improvements in 173 4.78 13.80 6.09 8.60 
practice for undertaking Safety Planning 

6. General improvement 352 23.31 12.58 18.39 17.50 

7. No change 14 0.80 0.41 0.91 0.70 

8. Other 69 4.18 1.35 4.92 3.40 

9. Increased confidence asking family violence 373 42.63 17.86 3.50 18.50 
related questions 

10. Better understanding of clients/better cl ient 157 6.37 8.12 8.42 7.80 
relationship skills/increased ability to re late 
to clients 

11 . Intent to share resources/ knowledge / 159 0.60 6.09 14.38 7.90 
provide training with co lleagues, intent to 
modify service/ original practice 

Total 2,013 100 100 100 100 
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The table below shows the coded responses 
both as a total and across training type. 
Responses to question one are included to 
illustrate participant feedback and reaction to 
training. 

Table 12: Question 1 Changes to Practice number of responses per code by training type 

IIJ 
(I) 
IIJ 
C 
o 
C. 
IIJ 
(I) 

a: 
«i ... 
~ 

450 
400 
350 
300 
250 
200 
150 
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50 

0 

When looking at response figures in 
conjunction with comments, there is a 
correlation between the training cohorts 
targeted by the three different training levels 
and the nature of their work and their roles in 
an integrated family violence service system. 

Both the MCHN participant self-assessment 
results and the nature of the comments 
indicated this cohort had an increase in 
awareness that they would be a first point of 
contact for women potentially experiencing 
family violence and needed to be diligent in 
questioning clients, especially in regard to 
risk indicators. Significant improvement in 
conducting questioning (43%) seem to be 
linked to general improvement in knowledge 
of what to do if a woman reports family 
violence (34%). It may be relevant to note 
that some comments implied a potential 
reluctance to address family violence prior to 
training because of a lack of knowledge of 
options. 

Quotes: 

• ''Ask about domestic violence 
atfour week visit. Be direct 
with questions; be open to 
the possibility that it is in my 
community" 

D Total 

• MCHN 

DCOMP 

o PRE 

• "More aware of incidence and 
riskfactors; more aware of 
importance of MCHN as a 
positive/ strength source to 
women" 

• "Be more observant of family 
behaviours in relation to DV' 

• "Know what to look for, be able 
to ask the correct questions 
and know what to do if client 
requires services" 
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The Preliminary training participants, who 
were the least homogeneous training 
group, expressed greater confidence in 
knowing what they need to do if they identify 
family violence specifically in conducting 
risk assessment (28%), in using specific 
questioning techniques to collect the 
necessary information (18%) and in putting 
safety plans in place (14%). Comments 
reported a previous discomfort in addressing 
family violence which has been largely 
addressed through having greater confidence 
in their ability to appropriately respond to 
family violence upon identification. Participant 
comments also reflected an appreciation 
for the common language and standards 
explicit in the Framework and intention to 
use and share the Framework in their own 
organisations as well as a desire to build 
relationships with colleagues in the family 
violence sector. 

Quotes: 

• "Have resource tools and info 
to use and support staff in 
their roles (e.g. MCH nurses); 
Assessment tools (Aide 
Memoire); Safety plan etc" 

• "Integrate this assessment tool 
into our current intake process 
and continue to reassess as 
we continue our involvement 
which can sometimes be over 12 

months. " 

• "I have a greater knowledge 
of referral options which is 
valuable as part of my role as an 
intake worker" 

• "I feel more confident to conduct 
a risk assessment and respond in 
an appropriate manner" 

• "Be prepared to act on info from 
client" 

• "Using common language, 
other services. Police, Court, FV 
Services" 

The Comprehensive training participant 
comments were marked by an increased 
confidence in and ability in undertaking 
risk assessment (19%) and perceived 
overall improvement to their practice (18%), 
improved referral, information sharing and 
networking (16%) and intent to share the 
Framework (14%). Comments reflected an 
increased awareness of how the different 
components of the Framework relate to each 
other, and an appreciation for a common 
language and sector standard. As would 
be expected, specialist family violence 
professionals reported little perceived 
improvement to questioning. Comprehensive 
training participants were the group who had 
the highest percentage of reporting that they 
would share the Framework, but as this group 
included the TTT participants who had agreed 
to train others through delivering the IFV 
training , this increased the numbers. 

Quotes: 

'1 am more able to place 
myself in the shoes of a woman 
experiencing DV to assist me 
to identify hiddenfactors and 
to consider the complexity of a 
woman's situation" 

• "Greater consideration given to 
assessing issues for women with 
disabilities" 

• "Risk management vs. safety 
plan on CRAF tool, clearer of the 
difference" 

• "Expand my scope when 
developing risk management 
plan to include more thanjust 
primary victim" 

• "Work more towards 
collaboration with other 
agencies,for more consistency in 
providing advocacy, of getting 
the woman's consent to talk with 
other workers" 
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• "Consider the state risk assessment and risk managementframework in 
conjunction with our organisation's risk assessment screening and management" 

• "A review of how CRAP fits within our men's programme." 

• "Use of not needing consent if risk is imminent and did not know this was a 
possibility or duty of care under CRAP' 

When participants were asked what further 
information or training they required in Question 
2 of the post-training self-assessment, the two 
main issues were a need for further training 
and a desire for opportunities for networking, 
information sharing and support . The codes 
and percentage responses by training type for 
Question 2 are in the table below. 

Table 13: Question 2 codes and percentage of responses by training type 

Total # . MCHN% Preliminary% Comprehensive% Total% 

1. Updates: Updated information! resources, 66 8.29 4.41 8.57 7.14 
additional resources such as fliers! leaflets! 
posters 

2 .. Training: Need for more training! regular 383 37.14 53.22 34.29 41 .41 
training! refresher course! further training in 
FV or CRAF 

3. Legal: Legal information and!or specific 48 2.00 6.44 7.86 5.19 
training in the legal areal FV law! FV Act 

4. Resources: Need for more organizational 27 6.57 0.34 1.07 2.92 
resources or systematic change 

5. Sector specific: Need for more 11 2 8.57 14.92 13.57 12.11 
information within a specific sector that 
excludes law and FV related topics, includes 
men's and children 's services 

6. Networking: Increase networking or 134 18.86 9.49 14.29 14.49 
information support, including referrals 

7. No further training required 10 0.29 0.68 2.50 1.08 

8. Other 62 6.00 4.07 10.36 6.70 

9. Comment on attended training: 83 12.29 6.44 7.50 8.97 
Comments or suggestions on training! 
training tools 

Total 925 100 100 I 100 100 
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The total of 40% of participants requested 
further training of some kind. Twelve per cent 
of participants requested training in working 
with the CALD and Indigenous communities, 
and children experiencing family violence. 
This is further supported by trainers ' feedback 
that participants across all training levels 
requested more time to "unpack" factors such 
as disability, Indigenous and CALD issues. 
Another 5% requested further training on 
legal information specific to family violence. 
Comments and feedback to the TC indicated 
that MCHN participants wanted longer 
training as many considered the front line 
nature of their work required more extensive 
coverage of the Framework. The more 
experienced professionals in the Preliminary 
training as well as Comprehensive training 
expressed an interest in more information on 
common approaches and information sharing 
strategies in risk assessment, as well as the 
importance of developing a thorough shared 
risk management model. 

The next largest response, 15% of 
participants reflected a need for increased 
networking opportunities, information and 
support (including referrals). This suggests 
that the training effectively demonstrated the 
importance of integration both across different 
services, as well as within the family violence 
sector. 

Online Participant Survey 

Training participants were emailed an 
electronic survey in order to assess their 
knowledge, skills and changes to practice 
at least three months following Framework 
training. The survey was open from 12 
August to 2 September 2009 and sought 
both qualitative and quantitative data. 
Qualitative questions were used to elaborate 
upon specific responses (and therefore had 
lower response rates than the independent 
quantitative questions). Similar to the pre 
and post training self-assessments, survey 
questions related to use of the CRAF 
material , questioning techniques to use 
with clients , evidence-based risk indicators, 
risk assessment, safety planning , referral , 

information sharing and changes to practice 
as listed below. 

Based on the survey being sent to all those 
who had participated in training at least three 
months prior, the total number of potential 
participants who could receive the survey was 
1,832. This included MCHNs, 12 participants 
from men's services and a small number of 
participants who from pilot training sessions 
(1 % of respondents, 8 participants in total). 
However, valid email addresses were only 
available for 1,242 participants as many, 
especially those in the MCHN cohort did 
not have individual email addresses, and 84 
emails addresses were invalid. There were 
490 responses to the survey; that is 40% 
of those who had a valid email address. 
Responses by training type are outlined in the 
table below. 

Table 14: Online survey respondents by training 
type 

MCHN COMP PRE Total ' 

Total responders 155 

Total trainees 758 

166 

530 

156 

544 

490 

1832 

Twenty per cent of the MCHN training 
participants, 29% of the Preliminary training 
participants, and 31 % of the Comprehensive 
training participants responded to the survey. 
The response rates were lower amongst 
MCHN participants and likely to reflect the 
lower number of individual email addresses 
for this group. The responses to the online 
participant survey show some distinct 
differences between the different training 
cohorts. 

The table below shows the survey questions 
and the number of responses given for each 
answer both by number and percentage. 
Response rates decrease towards the 
end of the survey. Please note that the 
following graphs show real numbers and not 
percentages. 
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Table 15: Online Participant Survey Questions 

# responded % response 

1. What kind of training session did you attend? 477 97 

2. What month did you attend? 420 86 

3. How often do you use CRAF materials? 469 96 

4. Are you confident about asking questions about FV with clients? 456 93 

5. Are you incorporating questions about FV into your practice? 466 95 

6. If not why? 85 17 

7. Are you confident using evidence-based risk indicators in your work with 450 92 
clients to assess risk? 

8. Are you incorporating evidence-based risk indicators in your work with clients 448 91 
to assess risk? 

9. If not why? 75 15 

10. Are you confident using the th ree elements of risk assessment with your 441 90 
clients? 

11 . When you identify FV with a client, how often do you try to do a safety plan? 416 85 

12. When you identify FV with a client, how often do you refer on to another 410 84 
service? 

13. When you refer on, which services have you referred to since attending 363 74 
training? 

14. When you identify FV with clients , how often do you share risk assessment 402 82 
information with any other services? 

15. If you share information, with which services have you shared information 315 64 
with since attending the training? 

16. What changes practices or systems have occurred at a service or 390 80 
organizational level as a result of family violence reforms and CRAF training? 

17. Are there any changes to your practices that have occurred as a result of the 117 24 
CRAF training which have not already been included in the responses above? 

Survey results broken down by training type are available in Appendix J: Online Participant Survey Results Cross- Tabulated by 
Training Type and Appendix K: Online Participant Survey Results from Men's Services. 

Question 3: How often do you use CRAF .-ten-II. 
(~the mlh&>al. aide tnemolre with indic.atOf'S, 

website, DIID)? 

lOO r--------------------- r-------~ 
80 . ~KHN 

: [J ComprChcnSiIIc 
20 C Prelimirwy 
O +-~~~~~~~~~~ 

Numbers are real numbers and not ~ercentages 

Use of the CRAF materials was reported 
commonly across training levels , with 
Comprehensive training participants most 
likely to answer 'always'. This is likely to reflect 
the specialist role of this training cohort. 
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Questioning Techniques 

Overall , more than 70% of respondents 
answered 'always' and 'often' to questions 
relating to their confidence and use of 
family violence related questions in practice 
(questions 4 and 5 below). This was much 
higher for Comprehensive respondents 
where 91 % answered 'always ' and 'often', 
compared to 66% for Preliminary and 53% for 
MCHN respondents. 

Question 4 : Are you confident ilbout ilsking 
quution. bout fanily violence with c nts? 

• ~'C 
D Comp-ehensi\'I! 

o Prellmilla 

Que$tion S; Are you incor~ting qUC$tioM 
ilbout fil.my violence in your practice? 

• • 1CW4 

o Comprehensi~ 

o Prelirrunary 

In response to Question 6, 85 participants 
elaborated upon why they did not 
incorporate questions about fami ly violence 
into their practice. Forty responded that 
asking questions about family violence 
was not relevant to their role (mostly 
Preliminary respondents); 25 said that they 
had no opportunity to ask questions in 
their role (mostly MCHN respondents); 9 
respondents indicated they did not have 
enough organisational support, did not 
think it necessary or did not feel they had 
enough knowledge. Sixty-four respondents 
answered 'other' to this question, and 45 
of these explained with a comment. Of 
'other' comments that were not reiterations 
of answer options provided, 34 were from 
the MCHN training cohort, 5 Preliminary 
and 7 Comprehensive. The leading reason 
in MCHN cohort for not asking questions 
was that 11 respondents were waiting for 
internal processes to rollout; 8 respondents 
expressed poor confidence, not feeling they 
had a good enough rapport with the client, or 
a reluctance to address the topic; 5 reported 
they could not ask because a partner was 
present at the consultation . 

Risk Assessment 

Seventy-four per cent of respondents 
answered they were 'always' and 'often ' 
confident in the use of evidence-based 
risk indicators, and 68% of respondents 

Questbn 6: • not why? o,oose .lthet apply. 

~ ~------------------------------------------------------~ r----------,I 
• MCH 

~ +---------------~ 10 +-____________ ~ D CorTlpfei1e11sive 

5 D Pretimnary 

o 
Not enough 

kno.Y ledge and 
LnCIerstand~ 

a~ the Issues 

Not relevant to No opporturily in 
the rde the rae (eg lack 

dtime, 
awopriate 

space) 

Numbers are real numbers and not percentages in above graphs 

Not eoough 
managemert or 
ortJanSatiorlal 
s~ 

Do not thi,* Iti> 
necessary 
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answered they were 'always ' and 'often' 
incorporating the indicators into their practice 
(Questions 7 and 8 below). Ninety per cent 
of Comprehensive training respondents 
answered they were 'always ' and 'often ' 
confident in risk indicator use, and 85% 
answered they were 'always' and 'often ' 
using risk indicators. Sixty-seven per cent of 
Preliminary training respondents answered 
they were 'always' and 'often' confident in 
risk indicator use, and 57% answered they 
were 'always ' and 'often ' using risk indicators. 
This appears to link with a higher proportion 
of Preliminary training respondents not seeing 
the use of risk indicators as relevant to their 
role as reported Question 9 below. Sixty-two 
per cent of MCHN respondents answered 
that they 'always' and 'often ' felt confident in 
using risk indicators. 

QuestiDn 7: Are you confident r. using evillence
based risk indQtors r. your work with clents to 

assess risk? 

• r"cllN 
c Comprt hetlSIve: 

c Preliminary 

Seventy-five participants responded to 
Question 9 where they were able to choose 
all explanations for why they did not include 
the use of evidence-Qased risk indicators 
into their practice. Thirty-nine responded 
that it was not relevant to the respondents ' 
role (mostly Preliminary respondents), and 
35 responded that they had no opportunity 
to use evidence-based risk indicators in 
their role (mostly MCHN respondents) , and 
21 respondents answered they did not 
have enough knowledge or understanding 
of the issues (mostly MCHN). Thirty-seven 
respondents answered 'other' to this 
question , and 28 of these explained with a 
comment - 18 were from the MCHN training 
cohort , 5 Preliminary and 5 Comprehensive. 
The main reasons reported were roughly 
equal across 'poor confidence' I the 'context', 
'waiting for systems to rollout' and perceived 
'appropriateness' . 

Question 8: Are you r.corporating the use of 
evillence-based risk indQton In your practice 

with dienb? 

• ~1CHII 

o Comprehen5Joe 
o Preliminary 

QJestlon 9 : Jf not why? Choose al that apptv. 

~ ~----------------------------------------------~ +----------------r-r--------------------------------
15 +---------------~ 
10 

5 
o 

Noten:x.q, 
krowledge a 
LrDerstardhg 

abolt tre 
iSsues 

o oppc:x1lJity 

in the role (eg 
Bck of time, 
appropriate 

space) 

Numbers are real numbers and not percentages in above graphs 

managemert or 
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Que5tion 10: ,Are you conf"ldent about Ll5hg the 
three elemellt$ of riSk aSSess.ment witt; your 

~It ? 

Numbers are real numbers and not percentages 

Sixty-seven per cent of all respondents were 
'always' and 'often ' confident in the three 
elements of risk assessment; 55% MCHN, 
60% Preliminary, and 91 % Comprehensive. 
Results to this question are very similar to 
those of the risk indicator related questions. 

Question 11: When you identify falrily violence 
with • clent, how otten do you try to clo a safety 

pan7 

- tKHN 
o Cornp-ehel1Sl~ 

o I'r'efimlnary 

Numbers are real numbers and not percentages 

Eighty-four per cent of all respondents 
followed identification of family violence with 
safety planning; that is 80% of MCHN, 80% 
Preliminary, and 90% Comprehensive training 
respondents. Again , results to this question 
are very similar to those of the risk indicator 
related questions. 

Referrals and Information Sharing 

Seventy-four per cent of all respondents 
referred clients to other services when 
they had indentified family violence; 85% 
of MCHN, 82% of Preliminary, and 49% 
of Comprehensive training respondents. 
The much lower responses from the 
Comprehensive training respondents is most 
likely because they would be working with 
c lients who have been referred from other 
relevant agencies. This is supported by the 
results of the fo llowing question. 

Question 12: When you identify filmly violence, 
with a client, how oft.en do you refter on to other 
HrV~C$7 (U • Mever' plMN $lOp to question 13) 

- CHN 
1:1 Ccmprehensl~ 

C Preliminary 

Numbers are real numbers and not percentages 

Three hundred and sixty-three respondents 
referred their c lients to services as outlined 
below. Seventy-seven per cent referred to 
the family violence services, 48% to Chi ld 
FIRST and 43% to Child Protection, 43% to 
police, 47% to counsell ing and mediation, 
43% to legal services and 41 % to housing or 
accommodation services . The only noticeable 
trend according to training type is that MCHN 
respondents were less likely to refer to police 
and courts . Of the 54 respondents who noted 
they referred to 'other' services that were not 
repetitive of answer options, 31 (20 MCHN) 
indicated they had not had need to refer, 12 
were explanations of referrals already outlined, 
and others mentioned specialised services 
such as food banks, child counsell ing, men 's 
or women's services, and victims of crime 
support. 
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Question 13: When you refer on, which services have you referred to since attending t raining? Choose all that apply. 

Forty-seven per cent of all respondents 
(approximately the same across training type) 
reported sharing risk assessment information 
with other services 'always ' and 'often '. 
This is a total of three hundred and fifteen 
respondents reporting that they shared risk 
assessment information. 

Sixty-six per cent reported sharing information 
with family violence services, 43% with Child 
FIRST, 43% with Child Protection, 35% with 
police, 24%with counsell ing and mediation, 
21 % with legal services, 26% with housing 
or accommodation services, and 22% each 
with primary and mental health services. Of 

1
- -hoIY 

o Cornprdltnol<e 

eMC .. f 

Cl-mon 14: When you identfy f.~ violence 
wah dents, how often do you share risk 

aMeSS/l'ent 1nI~lNtbn with any othe r " ",Ices? 
CW 'Naver',-pIA .. skip to question 15) 

;~~ "-------'. MC I 

~ 0 Comprt!hltmM! 

o~lim ~ 

the 40 respondents who noted they referred 
to 'other' services that were not repetit ive of 
answer options, 18 (11 MCHN) had not had 
a need , 13 answers were not clear, five said 
it was up to the client 's discretion, and two 
responded they had shared with a colleague 
or a community health service respectively. 

Question 15: If you share information, with which services have you shared information with since attending the training? 
Choose all that apply. 

~Wi¥D-D-B-~-' f1-FJ-!j-B-Iii~:]-F9I:::-

Numbers are real numbers and not percentages in above graphs 
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Changes to Practice 

Participants were asked about changes 
to practice that had occurred at a service 
or organisational level as a result of family 
violence reform and CRAF training, and could 
select all responses that applied . Responses 
were 33% 'changes to case management 
and intake' , 33% 'incorporation of the CRAF 
into staff professional development' , and 
33% 'no perceived change to practice'. 
The greatest changes were amongst 
Comprehensive training respondents, whi lst 
Preliminary respondents made up the majority 
with no perceived changes to practice. 
MCHN respondents answered slightly higher 
in targeting specific population groups. 

QuestiDn 16·; Whit dlllnlleS prllc;tus or systens Mve oClCVHed <It II "rvilie or orll<lna.tiDnl llevel 
liS II re.ut of fIoniy violenw refurmund CRA F lrllhilg. ClhooM al ttI.t apply. 

Tn mrp<m.llon Tnmrporalbn ,.,1 __ '" oj 

of CRIll' 0.10 01 CRArinto 101>)' d,. "9'" 
"t. ". .-alr 

~_Of prof~D I 

ca acwetoporent. 
ITlOn.lI!><lm:n1 ".1'IIng or 
«IOQlltl 1'1 h Guo. n 

pro« 

IVkr.SGII 

o'!1"rlMti:)nal 

!I~"'<!S1)t 
poll;lc; 

The answers of the 53 respondents who 
commented 'other' were coded as follows; 
28 expressed a general improvement, 15 
improvements to their questioning, eight 
referred to risk assessment, client relations 
and safety planning, and four to specific 
changes they had planned as a result. 

rctmtt)" to 
fe'~rilli 

grouP$ 
a_~wth 

.. U N drlik 
elf yuk1~rlb. 'f 
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6. Recommendations 

There were a number of recommendations 
arising from the training evaluation: 

1. Key sectors involved in the integrated 
family violence reforms require further 
workforce development 

There is ongoing demand for CRAF training. 
Analysis has also identified that in a number 
of key sectors only a small proportion of 
the workforce in existing priority sectors 
have been able to access training. Ongoing 
work to maintain the momentum and further 
embed the CRAF through training beyond 
the key partners (Police, Family Violence 
Services and Courts) is central to the reform 
implementation. The existing priority areas 
of Housing and Homelessness, Disability, 
CALD, Indigenous, CHILD First/Family 
Services and DHS Child Protection also 
display a range of characteristics such as 
high workforce turnover and significant 
planned expansion of services and roles 
which will require access to further training 
both to maintain and deyelop staff capability 
and support the integrated family violence 
reforms. 

2. Extend workforce development to 
specialist and mainstream sectors 
newly identified as priority . 

The evaluation, informed by additional 
consultation has resulted in broad 
agreement that there are other key 
high priority areas that require focussed 
attention. These are: primary health 
services; mental health; drug and alcohol, 
education, and counselling and mediation. 
A number of other developments and 
current research have highlighted the 
importance of ensuring that service 
providers, specifically those in the mental 
health, alcohol and drug and primary 
health sectors (e.g. GPs and staff in 
accident and emergency departments) 
are able to identify and respond effectively 
to victims of family violence. It is also 

recognised that engagement of these 
sectors will require specific strategies. 

New policy developments in the primary 
prevention of violence against women 
mean that new areas and sectors not 
currently engaged in responding to family 
violence and sexual assault (such as 
sporting organisations, workplaces and 
schools) may be faced with increasing 
disclosures of such violence and must 
be equipped to respond appropriately. 
The expansion of CRAF training into 
these new sectors is envisaged as a key 
component of the implementation of A 
Right to Respect: Victoria's Plan to Prevent 
Violence against Women 2010-2020. 

3. Review and refine the Framework 
and workforce training package to 
more effectively target and respond to 
diverse communities 

Additional time was reported as necessary 
from both partiCipants and trainers to 
provide appropriate information and 
analysis of practice implications working 
with diverse communities, including where 
disability was a factor in the family violence 
situation, in Indigenous communities, 
and for CALD communities. Reponses to 
the delivery from specific sector workers 
also indicated a need to further tailor 
and contextualise the CRAF to ensure 
accessibility and clear relevance to women 
with additional and complex needs6• This 
refinement must apply to both the training 
materials and delivery, and as already 
mentioned, the engagement strategy. 

4. Ensure sustainability of CRAF 
knowledge and skills and ensure 
alignment with other sectors 
assessments 

There was a clear demand from participants 
for follow-up training and additional 
information and development in specialist 
areas. The size of the reforms and the 

6 Two additional projects were initiated in 2009 to further tailor and deliver CRAF training to the CALD community sector and to 
Indigenous services. 
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number of sectors involved also raises 
concerns about sustainability of practitioner 
levels of competence and consistency 
of usage of CRAF. The development and 
provision of a range of on-line interactive 
electronic learning resources including 
modules tailored to specialist areas (e.g. 
CALD, Indigenous, Child Protection 
and mental health) will be critical to the 
sustainability of the reforms in the long term. 

5. Future resource requirements need to 
recognise the key learnings from the 
training delivery strategy and processes 

Qualitative feedback from participants, 
trainers, observers and other stakeholders 
strongly support the mechanism of 
cross-sectoral training. It was seen as an 
innovation with a number of significant 
benefits, all important to the development 
of an integrated family violence service. 
It allowed professionals from a diverse 
range of services to develop common 
understanding of risk assessment and risk 
management skills, and to both share their 
specific areas of knowledge and expertise 
and to network and develop relationships 
and linkages between individuals, services 
and sectors. 

It is recognised that successful 
implementation of this approach requires 
sounds regional knowledge across the range 
of integrated providers. The specialist regional 
knowledge of the RICs was repeatedly noted 
as crucial to the success of the training 
rollout. Better results in relation to attendance 
and participant satisfaction occurred when 
there was sufficient time for consultation with 
RIC role for scheduling, determining types 
of training sessions and the resources to 
actively assist with promotion and targeting 
of sessions to specific groups of practitioners 
such as the development of a checklist 
for participants to determine the most 
appropriate session type. 

Minor modifications to data collection 
systems, particularly to the enrolment 
process, would facilitate more 
comprehensive data analysis. 

Recognition of the needs of specific 
groups in relation to using the CRAF 
with groups needs to be expanded and 
continued. During the rollout, further 
work has been initiated to assist services 
working with CALD and Indigenous service 
users, as well as practitioners working 
with men who use violence. It is likely 
that as training reaches newly prioritised 
sectors - such as mental health, primary 
health and alcohol and drugs - that 
additional contextualisation will need to be 
undertaken to ensure effective integration 
between existing intake, risk assessment 
and risk management processes. 

6. Recognise the critical role of training 
to inform the next stages of family 
violence reform - particularly 
strengthening risk management 

Throughout the training rollout there was 
a clear demand from participants for 
clarification and further guidance with the 
operationalisation of the existing framework 
and as part of this, the strengthening of the 
Framework through more comprehensive 
and detailed risk management information. 
This need has been widely supported and 
reaffirmed through a variety of consultation 
and feedback processes beyond the 
training rollout. Participants and key 
stakeholders repeatedly raised a number 
of areas where practitioners require 
assistance with guidance and processes to 
ensure a consistent approach. 

These areas were: additional support 
around information sharing and referral 
such as the development of a common 
template to share risk assessment and risk 
management information across agencies; 
clarification of high risk and appropriate 
responses to different levels of risk; and 
(particularly from experienced family 
violence practitioners), work to provide 
clearer models for risk management across 
multiple agencies. 
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Appendix A: Pre and post assessment forms 

Pre - Evaluation 

MCHN CRAF Trainjng 
Workshop Location _______________ Date _______ _ 

To assist us in providing more effective training, please use the scales provided to respond 
to the questions listed below, based on the skills and knowledge that you bring to this session. 

1. Rate your level of skill and confidence 
in identifying family violence 

• 2. Rate your current knowledge of 
. risk indicators to women and children 

experiencing family violence 

3. Rate your level of skill anq knowledge in 
developing a basic family violence safety 
plan 

: 4. Rate your knowledge of family violence 
referral pathways for women, children and 
men 

5. Rate your knowledge of diversity as a 
factor when identifying risk to women and 
children experiencing family violence 

Very Low Low Medium High Very High 
,---- 1 
l 

.l. 

2 

'Ir"~--" , 
r 
i 

2 

.1. 

2 

2 

2 

4 5 

3 4 5 

- -
~r < -

'r 
3 4 5 

L 

3 4 5 

1 .-- 'I 'j' 

3 I 4 5 
:1 

.) -, 

3 4 5 
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Post - Evaluation 

MCHN CRAF Training 

Workshop Location ________________ Date _______ _ 

Having completed this training please use the scales provided to respond to the questions 
below 

Very Low Low Medium High Very High 
1 l 2 r---a ---r--'.'--

o 4 ,[ 
.. -S-

1, Rate your level of skiJJ and confidence 
2 3 4 5 in identifying family violence 

2, Rate your current knowledge of T 
if ' risk indicators to women and children 

:1 

2 3 4 5 
experiencing family violence ! 

., ;i 

3, Rate your level of skill and knowledge in 
2 3 4 5 developing a basic family violence safety 

plan 

: 4, Rate your knowledge of family violence 
,- -'I :f r 

! ~ 

~ referral pathways for women, children and 
2 II 3 4 5 

I men 
l JL 

5, Rate your knowledge of diversity as a 
factor when identifying risk to women and 2 3 4 5 
children experiencing family violence 

-'r·· 

J 
or 

6, What is your overall evaluation of 
2 3 

J 
4 5 todays training? 

_l 

7. How would you rate the trainers in terms 
2 3 4 5 of knowledge and presentation style? 

:[ 
11 

-

8. How relevant was the training today to " 

your role in the workplace? 2 3 4 5 
,l 

9. How do you rate the quality of the 
2 3 4 5 training materials? 

, 10. How do you rate the quality of the 
-T 

11 
-or 

; venue and catering at the training today? 2 3 4 5 
J~ 
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What changes in your practice might you make after this training? 

Please indicate further information or training that would enhance your current practice and 
skill in identifying and responding to family violence with women and children. 

Thank you for your feedback. Do you have any other comments to help enhance the training 
program? 
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Pre - Evaluation 

MCHN CRAF Training 

Workshop Location _______________ Date _______ _ 

To assist us in providing more effective training, please use the scales provided to respond 
to the questions listed below, based on the skills and knowledge that you bring to this session 

· 6. Rate your current knowledge of 
i risk indicators to women and children 
I experiencing family violence 

7. Rate your level of skill and confidence 
in conducting a family violence risk 
assessment 

r -

I 8. Rate your level of skill and knowledge in 
, developing a basic family violence safety 

plan 

9. Rate your knowledge of the integrated 
family violence referral pathways for 
women, children and men 

, . 

I 
· 10. Rate your knowledge of diversity as a 
, factor when assessing and managing risk 

to women and children experiencing family 
· violence 

SWIN " •. ~'" BUR It..,z\n~IlCf" • N E • I TKH\;CLO:'~ 

:l 

Very Low Low Medium High Very High 
... L _ .. ~~~-_T··· -3·~r·4 T -_. -~I--~--" --... --

'i 2 II 3 ' 4 

l Jl 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

2 3 4 

.--~ -- .- ~,.. " 

2 3 4 
1 

! I . , .1 . 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 
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Post - Evaluation 

Preliminary CRAF Training 

Workshop Location _______________ Date _______ _ 

Having completed this training please use the scales provided to respond to the questions 
below 

Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

1. Rate your current knowledge of 
risk indicators to women and children 
experiencing family violence 

2. Rate your skill and confidence 
in conducting a family violence risk 
assessment 

3. Rate your level of skill and knowledge in 
developing a basic family violence safety 
plan 

:1, 

- . -- -- -- ----r------
: 4. Rate your knowledge of integrated family I 

: violence referral pathways for women, 
children and men 

5. Rate your knowledge of diversity as a 
factor when assessing and managing risk 
to women and children experiencing family 
violence 

r -
I 6. What is your overall evaluation of 
; todays training? 

7. How would you rate the trainers in terms 
of knowledge and presentation style? 

8. How relevant was the training today to 
. your role in the workplace? 

9. How do you.rate the quality of the 
training materials? ---1[- - ---'r--

: 10. How do you rate the quality of the I 
, venue and catering at the training today? ~ 

i 
i 
I 

! 
.l 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

-~r-

:1 
I 

__ L. 

1 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

., 
I 

.l 

T 
,I 

Jl 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

" ----, 

4 5 
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Please give 2 examples of how you might change your practice as a result of this training 

Please indicate further information or training that would enhance your current practice and 
skill in responding to family violence / conducting risk assessments with women and children. 

Thank you for your feedback. Do you have any other comments to help enhance the training 
program? 
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Pre - Evaluation 

Comprehensive CRAF Training 

Workshop Location ________________ Date _______ _ 

To assist us in providing more effective training, please use the scales provided to respond 
to the questions listed below, based on the skills and knowledge that you bring to this session. 

Very Low Low Medium HI h Very High 
" -1--- l [" 2 J 3 :1 4 r 5 " "" j !L 

11. Rate your current knowledge of 
risk indicators to women and children 2 3 4 5 
experiencing family violence 

""ir"-" " 

If : 12. Rate your level of skill and confidence 
in conducting a family violence risk 2 3 II 4 5 

il 
" 

, 
, assessment J[ 'I 

". .- ,[ 

13. Rate your level of skill and knowledge 
in undertaking family violence risk 2 3 4 5 
management processes 

i 14. Rate your knowledge of the family T- " 'f-
I! 

, violence and other referral pathways for 

it 
2 3 4 I 5 

i women and children ;l 
" 

"' 
15. Rate your knowledge of family violence 
referral pathways for men who use violent 2 3 4 5 
and controlling behaviors in the family 

T-- " 

l 
" 

: 16, Rate your knowledge of diversity as a 
:1 

, factor when assessing and managing risk :1 
2 3 4 5 I to women and children experiencing family J. violence 

:1 l 
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Post - Evaluation 

Comprehensive CRAF Training 

Workshop Location _______________ Date _______ _ 

Having completed this training please use the scales provided to respond to the questions 
below. 

Very Low Low Medium High Very High 

6. Rate your current knowledge of 
risk indicators to women and children 
experiencing family violence 

! 7. Rate your skill and confidence 
in conducting a family violence risk 

. assessment 

8. Rate your level of skill and knowledge 
in undertaking family violence risk 
management processes 

! 9. Rate your knowledge of the family 
• violence and other referral pathways for 
; women and children 

10. Rate your knowledge of family violence 
referral pathways for men who use violent 
and controlling behaviours in the family 

" -

.l 

: 11. Rate your knowledge of diversity as a "l[ 
l factor when assessing and managing risk 
: to Women and children experiencing family 
! violence 

12. What is your overall evaluation of 
todays training? 

13. How would you rate the trainers in terms r -
of knowledge and presentation style? I 

14. How relevant was the trair]ing today to 
your role in the workplace? 

Jl 

, 

" 

r" 

2 

2 

2 

2 

I 

J 

" I 
I 
I 
I 

.l 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

., . 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

2 3 4 5 

2 

r - .- --'r .- --
I .1 

! 
l 

2 

2 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

r 
I 
I 

l 

5 

5 

5 

3 I 4 5 

~-" ~"""r= . =--;==- -='=, 

3 _.l 4 
5 
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Please give 2 examples of how you might change your practice as a result of this training 

Please indicate further information or training that would enhance your current practice and 
skill in conducting family violence risk assessment or risk management with women and 
children. 

Thank you for your feedback. Do you have any other comments to help enhance the training 
program? 
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Pre - Evaluation 

Trainer Training Workshop 

Workshop Location _________ ~ _____ Date _______ _ 

To assist us in providing more effective training, please use the scales provided to respond 
to the questions below based on your skills and knowledge that you bring to this session. 

Very Low Low Medium Hi h Very High 
1 2 

. -~""'r- ~- .. -··-~,------>r 
,~ " 4 .A 5 

1. Rate your current knowledge, skill and 
confidence in planning Identifying Family 2 3 4 5 
Violence training 

'r ~ r 2. Rate your skill and confidence in 
, conducting Identifying Family Violence 2 3 4 

i 
5 

training I 

,l 1 

3. Rate your knowledge of resources 
available to assist you in developing and 

2 3 4 5 delivering Identifying Family Violence 
training 

- 1r 

:r 

... '" - --
4. Rate your knowledge of how to include !I 

I diversity as a factor in providing Identifying 2 3 4 5 
Family Violence training 

l 
'I .l " 

5. Rate your skill in evaluating the 
Identifying Family Violence training that you 2 3 4 5 
deliver 
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Post - Evaluation 

Trainer Training Workshop 

Workshop Location _______________ Date _______ _ 

Having completed this training, please use the scales provided to respond to the questions 
below. 

Very Low Low Medium Hi h Very High 

1. Rate your current knowledge, skill and 
confidence in planning Identifying Family 
Violence training sessions 

· 2. Rate your skill and confidence in 
conducting Identifying Family Violence 

· training 

3. Rate your knowledge of resources 
available to assist you in developing and 
delivering Identifying Family Violence 
training 

4. Rate your knowledge of how to include 
diversity as a factor in providing Identifying 
Family Violence training 

5. Rate your skill in evaluating the 
Identifying Family Violence training that you 
deliver 

I 
.l 

· ." .. ---'r--" 
:, 7. How would you rate the trainers in terms t 1 
, of knowledge and presentation style? 
· I ~_ 

8. How relevant was the training today to 
your role in delivering Identifying Family 
Violence training? 

· 10. How do you rate the quality of the 
training materials? 

11 . How do you rate the quality of the 
venue and catering at the training today? 

2 

-_._._- or . 

2 I 

__ J 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

i 
.L 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

I 

I 
.l 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

'r' 
! 

T 

:1 
,[ 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5. 

5 

5 

5 

5 
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Please list 2 examples of how you can apply what you've learned today to your job 

Please add any other feedback including sessions, topics or activities you found more or less 
helpful? 

Please indicate further information or training that would enhance your current practice and 
skill in developing and delivering family violence training. 

Thank you for your feedback. Do you have any other comments to help enhance the training program? 
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Appendix B: Online Participant Survey 

Common Risk Assessment Framework (CRAF) Survey 
~ - - - - - - . 

1. Training, co'nfidence and materials 

I. What kind of training session did you attend? 

o COmprehensive/Train the lfalner 

o I>relimi'nary 

o COmprel1enslYll 

OMOIft 

2. What month did you attend? 

I I 
3. How often do you use eRAF materials (eg the manual, aide memoire with 
Indica,tors, website, DVD)? 

o Always 

o Often 

o $.ometlme$ 

o Rare~ 
o 'fever 

4. Are you confident about asking questions about family violence with 
dlents? 

o Always 

o Otten 

o SometImes 

o Rarely 

o !fever 

S. Are you Incorporating questions about family violence In your practice? 

o Always 

o orten 

o Sometimes 

o RIIra~ 
o rtever 
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Common Risk Assessment Framework (CRAF) Survey 

6. If not why? Choose all that apply. 

o /fot enougl! knowledge and unclerstandlno abollt tne ISsues 

o No opportunIty In the role (CO lack of tim!!) 

o 140t r¢lc~'l\t til the role 

o /fot enough, rnanegement or ofQMlsalionel $IiPpcrt 

o 00 not IItlnk It Is necessary 

o Other 

-

2" Rlisk indicators and assessment 

7. Are you con,fident in using evidence-based risk indicators in your wor~ 
with clients to assess risk? 

o Nwavs 

OOlien 

o Sometimes 

o RIIrely 

o Never 

8. Are you incorporating the use of evidence-based risk Indicators in your 
practleewlth clients? 

o Nway, 

o Often 

o Sometimes 

o RareCy 

o !fever 
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Common Risk Assessment Framework (CRAF) Survey 
9. If not why? Choose all that apply. 

o Not eno~gh knowll!dge alld understanding about the Issues 

o Ifo OJIl1Ortllntty In the role (ellliJ~ of time, lIPPnlllrlatl! splice) 

o Not relevant to the role 

o Not enough managemellt or oral.",lsational Slipport 

o Do not think .It is ,necessal')' 

DOthe, 

1.0. Are you confident about using the three elements of risk assessment 
with your dients? 

o Alwavs 

o Often 

o Sometimes 

o RareUV 

o Never 

3. Practice and service response 
- ~ ~ - -- - - -

11. When you Identify family violence with a Client, how often do you try to 
do a safety plan? 

o Ah ... " 

o often 

o Sometimes 

o RareCy 

o Ifever 
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Common Risk Assessment Framework (CRAF) Survey 
12. When you identify family violence with a client, how often do you refer 
on to other services? 
(If 'Never' please skip to question 13) 

o Alwa~s 
OOft~n 

Osom~tlm~' 

o Rarelv 

o Never 

13. When you refer on, which selVlces have you referred to since attending 
training? Choose all that apply. 

o Famll~ ViOlence SelVices (Refuge, DV outteach, 

[WDVS, WDVCS) 

o Police 

o COutU 

o Houlln9lltCcommoll'lltiol'l Services 

o Indlgenolls Sel'\llCe 

o Mental Health services 

o DISllbll1ty Services 

Other (please specify) 

o Drug And ItICGflol Sen<1ee$ 

o Of nice I Health Service! (eo GPs, ME department, 
lOul nUr5et1) 

00111111 FIRST 

o OHS ClIne! ProteetlOft 

o Counse11ln9lMediatioll 

o Migrant or OultullIlly Slledflc Services 

14. When you Identify family violence with dlents, how often do you share 
risk assessment information with any other services? 
(If 'Never', please skip to question11S) 

o Ama." 

o otten 

o Sometimes 

o Rarely 

Offever 
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Common Risk Assessment Framework (CRAF) Survey 
15. If you share Information, with which services have you shared 
information with since attending the training? Choose all that apply. 

o Family v&olence Services (Rduge, OV outrNch, 
IVIDVS, V/l)VCS) 

Oporlte 

Deoult$ 

o tiousin9lAccommoCliatlon services 

o Indigenous Strvfces 

OMental HCliith Servlees 

o DI~a~lllty Sel'YlCe!I 

OUter (l!Ieue specify) 

o Drug <II nd Alcohol S@'\IIces 

o Oinlcal HCNlltIl Services (C\lI G's, ME dl!pal1m!!nt. 
111(<11'1 nurses) . 

o 011111 First 

o DtiS Oiild Protection 

o Coun&elllnolMecll~tlon 
o M,lgramt or Culturally Sj)eClAc Sel'Ylces. 

16. What changes practices or systems have occurred at a service or 
organlsatlona' level as a result of family violence reform·s and CRAF training. 
Choose all that apply. 

o I" CorllOratlon of CRAF Into Intake, Il$se;s$linent 0< case mAIIAgeMent d_Menl$ 

. 0 IncorporatliOn of CRAF Into staR professional dellelopmelit. training Or 'ftChidtfoll processes 

o IIK00000oration 01 eMf Into services or 0,.~nI5atlional guidelines orpolldes 

o erlements of eRAF /lre usee! for diltll tolll!ct~l)n or monitoring proMSS!!S 

o Development of formal links Of agreements willi oUler services In relallon to Information sharing 

o l)evelopment of fo.mal limts or agreements wltll oUter selViees in ,relaUDn 10 tef~'s 

o Implll!m~liItatlon of activities or promsse5 UI9"ted at pop~latlon groups assotlated with In(;reased risk or 

wliJlnerablllty (e<;I women wiUt diSllblllties. chlldl'en. CAlD or lndlgneou5 women) 

o Not awere of IIny ehanges 

o Other (please. specliy): 

-

Common Risk Assessment Framework (CRAF) Survey 
17. Are there any changes to your practices that have occurred as a result 
of the CRAF training which have not already been included in the responses 
above (eg changes in relationships between agendes)? Please describe. 

I .~ 
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Appendix C: Pre and post assessment results for 
court registrar and pilot training in 2008 

Date of Sessions: 24 - 31 October 2008 
Workshop Title: Common Risk Assessment Framework 

Pre Training Evaluation for Court Registrars 

1. Rate your current knowledge of 
risk indicators to women and children 
experiencing family violence 

2. Rate your skill and confidence in 
conducting a family violence risk assessment 

3. Rate your level of skill and knowledge in 
undertaking family violence risk management 
processes 

4. Rate your knowledge of the integrated 
family violence referral pathways in your area 

No. of 
Responses 

Very Low 
8 

- - _. __ ._--._+-._-_._-_. 

5. Rate your knowledge of how to respond 
directly or through referral to issues with 
men who use violent and controlling 
behaviours in the family 

6. Rate your knowledge of how to deal 
with diversity as a factor when assessing 
and managing risk to women and children 
experiencing family violence 

No. of 
. Responses 

Very Low 
15 

142 

I',V··.IIIII';;':·MI":. 
24 '77 29 4 

3% 

4% 

142 

I·,MW·.IIIII';;':··;W,. 
I 50 . 55 20 2 

39% 14% 1% ----r 
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Date of Sessions: 24 - 31 October 2008 
Workshop Title: Common Risk Assessment Framework 

Post Training Evaluation for Court Registrars 

1. Rate your current knowledge of 
risk indicators to women and children 
experiencing family violence 

No. of 
Responses 

Very Low 

o 
, 0% 

125 
1',U;M,.tlliIiI"II_.,,;. 

1 3574 15 _ .... 
I 1% 12% 

2. Rate your skill and confidence in 

-----r-----· .. ---1·----~-No. of 
Responses 

_ c~nd~c_ti_n~~ fa:I::olen~e~r:k~~s~_ss~::l_'-o -----f----!------.---+.---

Very Low Low 

15% 

3. Rate your level of skill and knowledge in 
undertaking family violence risk management 
processes 

4. Rate your knowledge of the integrated 
family violence referral pathways in your area 

5. Rate your knowledge of how to respond 
directly or through referral to issues with 
men who use violent and controlling 
behaviours in the family 

6. Rate your knowledge of how to deal 
with diversity as a factor when assessing 
and managing risk to women and children 
experiencing family violence 

No. of 
Responses 

Very Low 

10% 

124 
High Very High 

No. of 
, Responses 124 

Very Low 1',ltW'ltllI.iI"'; •• ',.;-
3 i 12 I 58 : 43' 8 

~- -+ + - - t ;. 
47% 35% 6% 

~=-~'-'-----t-":"'::"':"'--r-- r- !-
, _ _ __ , 123 11_., •.• Low Medium 

1---.--,--+---..:6=-b49 i 57: 10 
5% - 40%- -4-6%--1--8% ---

- ___ • ~ -·-0-- . __ . '_"0 - .. --.-------~-_l ___ ~.... -_- ~ __ .... -.- .. - .. - . .l.---- -.--__ --- __ 

7a. In the training today ..... how effective 
were the trainers' skills in effectively meeting 
the group needs? Trainer 1 

7b. In the training today ..... how effective 
were the trainers' skills in effectively meeting 
the group needs? Trainer 2 

Very Low 
o 

: 0% 
+- -

No. of 
Responses 

Very Low 

4 
-+ 

i 3% 
+ .L 

i 
32% + 58% 

T -
8% 

" . 130 

1',MM,.tllill'''I! •• ',''. 
o 

0% 
___ + 3_ ,-_. 4_1 ~.77 1 9 

2% 32%: 59% I 7% 
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Date of Sessions: 
Workshop Title: 

21 October 2008, 10 November 2008 
Common Risk Assessment Framework 

Pre Training Evaluation for Comprehensive 

1. Rate your current knowledge of 
risk indicators to women and children 
experiencing family violence 

2. Rate your skill and confidence in 

No. of 
. Responses 

Very Low 

° 

conducting a family violence risk assessment L~ _g ~"_~ _ 

1 
1""-

4% 

__ _ _ ~___ _ _ _ _ _ _. _. _. __ . --L- .-.-:o:..;.o/c.::.o. ~~-l----=-'._:"--+ 
No. of 
Responses 

3 
13% 

3. Rate your level of skill and knowledge in 
undertaking family violence risk management 
processes 

Very Low Low Medium 

° 

4. Rate your knowledge of the integrated 

2 4 
17% 

23 

43% 39% 

26% 

23 
High Very High 
12 

52% 
5 

22% 

23 
High Very High 

10 10 family violence referral pathways in your area 1=--.-------1------+ 
0% 43%--'-- 43% 

_~ - __ -- -- _ .. _.- _ - • - --.. _ - - ._~ - -- - _ _ __ ____ .co ___ ~,_-:.~_"'___._.j. _~ _____ -----1- __ -0 _--

5. Rate your knowledge of how to respond 
directly or through referral to issues with 
men who use violent and controlling 
behaviours in the family 

6. Rate your knowledge of how to deal 
with diversity as a factor when assessing 
and managing risk to women and children 
experiencing family violence 

No. of 
Responses 

Very Low 
2 

23 

1··'··'11"·1111 •••• ",,. 
- 5 4 11 1 
+- -

22% 17% 48% 4% 

23 
High Very High 
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Date of Sessions: 
Workshop Title: 

21 October 2008, 10 November 2008 
Common Risk Assessment Framework 

Post Training Evaluation for Comprehensive 

No. of 
Responses 17 1. Rate your current knowledge of 

risk indicators to women and children 
experiencing family violence 

Very Low Low i Medium High ." .. -
2. Rate your skill and confidence in 
conducting a family violence risk assessment 

o 

-~-.. -. -_._-.- - ------~---'-- .--- _ •.. _-\--

3. Rate your level of skill and knowledge in 
undertaking family violence risk management 
processes 

4. Rate your knowledge of the integrated 
family violence referral pathways in your area 

-----~----.-- -.---- ------ .-----

5. Rate your knowledge of how to respond 
directly or through referral to issues with 
men who use violent and controlling 
behaviours in the family 

6. Rate your knowledge of how to deal 
with diversity as a factor when assessing 
and managing risk to women and children 
experiencing family violence 

. No. of 
, Responses 

Very Low 
o 

Very Low 

----- ' •.• ' -~---+.---.. ---

7. In the training today ..... how effective were 
the trainers' skills in effectively meeting the 
group needs? 

8. How do you rate the trainers knowledge 
of the content covered in training? 

Very Low 
o 

0% 
No. of 

, Responses 
Very Low 

o 
0% 

o 
0% 

2 
12% 

5 10 
+ 

29% 59% 

17 
High Very High 1'.W·'ltlllIlI" 

018 t --- -, 
0% 47% 

-.,..--~-

8 
47% 

29% 

16 

1'·hW'ltlliIiI"'·NU'Ti·-
-i- 4 ,. 2 6 3 

19% 
+ 

. +--_. -- - ---
19% 

21 

1'·M··ltlli!! .. ' •• N.;, •. -
I 0 1 9' 11 
t 0% 5% 43% 52% -+ 

22 

o 0 
t 

0% 0% 27% 73% 
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9. How relevant was the training today to 
your role in the workplace? 

10. How do you rate the quality of the 
training materials? 

11 . How do you rate the quality of the venue 
and catering at the training today? 

No. of 
Responses 

Very Low 

o 

Very Low 

5 12 
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Date of Sessions: 
Workshop Title: 

22 October 2008, 12 November 2008 ' 
Common Risk Assessment Framework 

Pre Training Evaluation for Training The Trainer (TTl) 

1. Rate your current knowledge of 
risk indicators to women and children 
experiencing family violence 

2. Rate yoW skill and confidence in 
conducting a family violence risk assessment 

I No. of 
Responses 

Very Low 

3. Rate your level of skill and knowledge in 'Responses 
undertaking family violence risk management Very Low 
processes 0 

0% 
- TNo~f 

I Responses 
4. Rate your knowledge of the integrated 
family violence referral pathways in your area 

Very Low 

21 

1'·V;·'ltlilli,,..= •• W'4=· 
3 9 5 3 

+ 
14% 

, 3 
.;. .-

14% 

43% 

8 
38% 

24% 14% 

21 

33% 14% -------+-----. __ . -, 

5% 
----~_. ' _____ ... _._____ ., ._- '-- - ~'- '_. -+-_---.;~_ .. --+------'c...-+-__ ~_+_--'--.-f_- .. - .---- --,-

5. Rate your knowledge of how to respond 
directly or through referral to issues with 
men who use violent and controlling 
behaviours in the family 

6. Rate your knowledge of how to deal 
with diversity as a factor when assessing 

Very Low 
o , 

+ 

21 

3 
14% 57% 24% 5% ,--- r- - ---,--- ---T. 

l i 21 

~~~~~::~~§_1a_~_iS~y t~i;~:~:~:~~ ~:~r: __ LI--_ -__ -_ -_ -:::... -::..; -__ -_"_--_ -1------1- -3;~._-j_ ~g% ~ __ 1~Ofo,-,~, _'. 
Low Medium High Very High 
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Date of Sessions: 
Workshop Title: 

22 October 2008, 11 November 2008 
Common Risk Assessment Framework 

Post Training Evaluation for Training The Trainer (TTf) 

1. Rate your current knowledge of 
risk indicators to women and children 
experiencing family violence 

2. Rate your skill and confidence in 
conducting a family violence risk assessment 

3. Rate your knowledge of resources 
available to assist you in delivering 
Identifying Family Violence training 

4. Rate your knowledge of how to organise 
Identifying Family Violence training in your 
region 

No. of 
Responses 

Very Low 

o 

No. of 
. Responses 

Very Low 

o 

No. of 
Responses 

23 
1'·WW·llii .. ;" •••• ,.'. 

o 2 11 10 
0% 9% 48% 43% 

22 

22 5. Rate your knowledge of how to deal with 
diversity as a factor in providing Identifying Very Low Low ·ldii.Ii" •••• ,,,._ 
Family Violence training . 

6. Rate your knowledge of how to evaluate 
Identifying Family Violence training 

7. In the training today ..... how effective were 
the trainers' skills in effectively meeting the 
group needs? 

8. In the training today ..... how do you rate 
the trainers' knowledge of the content 
covered in training 

o 

No. of 
Responses 

Very Low 
o 

. 0% 
t·~ 

No. of 
Responses 

Very Low 
o 

0% 

o . 4 . 11 7 

i 22 

·'·W··ldil'!;"" •• 'j'_ 
. 0 l' 10 11 

0% 5% 45% 50% 
-- .. 

: 
I 

22 
·····ldii.Ii" •••• ,.,._ 
- 0 2 4 16 

0% 9% 18% 73% 
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9. How relevant was the training today to 
your role in the workplace? 

10. How do you rate the quality of the 
training materials? 

11. How do you rate the quality of the venue 
and catering at the training today? 

No. of 
Responses 

Very Low 

o 
0% 

No. of 
Responses 

Very Low 

o 
0% 

No. of 
Responses 

Very Low 

o 
0% 

2 
9% 

o 
0% 

o 
0% 

5% 

8% 

5% 

27% 

25% 

64% 

22 

13 

59% 

12 

8 
67% 

22 

7 
32% 
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Appendix 0 : CRAF final delivery schedule 2008-2009 

Barwon-SW Contracted Scheduled Cancelled Delivered Contracted! Scheduled! 
Delivered Delivered 

Comp/m 1 1 0 1 100% 100% 

Comp 2 2 0 2 100% 100% 

Pre 2 2 0 2 100% 100% 

MCHN 2 2 0 2 100% 100% 

DEECD funded 1 1 1 100% 100% 
MCHN 

Eastern Contracted Scheduled Cancelled Delivered Contracted! Scheduled! 
Delivered Delivered 

Comp/m 1 1 1 1 100% 100% 

Comp 5 5 1 5 100% 100% 

Pre 5· 5 1 5 100% 100% 

MCHN 4 4 0 4 100% 100% 

Gippsland Contracted Scheduled Cancelled Delivered Contracted! Scheduled! 
I 

Delivered Delivered 

Comp/m 1 1 0 1 100% 100% 

Comp 2 2 1 2 100% 100% 

Pre 2 2 1 2 100% 100% 

MCHN 2 3 1 2 100% 67% 

DEECD funded 1 1 1 100% 100% 
MCHN 

Grampians Contracted Scheduled Cancelled Delivered Contracted! Scheduled! 
Delivered Delivered 

Comp/m 1 1 0 1 100% 100% 

Comp 2 2 0 2 100% 100% 

Pre 2 3 0 3 150% 100% 

MCHN 2 1 0 1 50% 100% 

DEECD funded 1 1 1 100% 100% 
MCHN 
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Hume Contracted Scheduled Cancelled Delivered Contracted! Scheduled! 
Delivered Delivered 

Comp/ttt 1 1 0 1 100% 100% 

Comp 2 2 1 2 100% 100% 

Pre 2 2 1 2 100% 100% 

MCHN 2 2 1 1 50% 50% 

DEECD funded 1 1 1 100% 100% 

MCHN 

loddon Contracted Scheduled Cancelled Delivered Contracted! Scheduled! 
Mallee Delivered Delivered 

Comp/ttt 1 2 0 2 200% 100% 

Comp 3 1 0 1 33% 100% 

Pre 3 5 0 5 167% 100% 

MCHN 2 2 0 2 100% 100% 

Note Loddon Mallee have elected to deliver more Preliminary sessions in lie~ of Compo 

North/West Contracted Scheduled Cancelled Delivered Contracted! Scheduled! 
Delivered Delivered 

Comp/ttt 1 1 0 1 100% 100% 

Comp 6 6 0 6 100% 100% 

Pre 6 6 0 6 100% 100% 

MCHN 6 12 0 12 200% 100% 

Southern Contracted Scheduled Cancelled Delivered Contracted! Scheduled! 
Delivered Delivered 

Comp/ttt 1 1 0 1 100% 100% 

Comp 5 5 0 5 100% 100% 

Pre 5 5 0 5 100% 100% 

MCHN 4 7 0 7 175% 100% 

DEECD funded 1 1 1 100% 100% 
MCHN 
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Appendix E: Pre and Post Training Self-Assessment 
Results 

~1\Af M( t4 fvolu~II"n lolal la"y 'rom il Fe Z~ 10 17 ""ll~.In< > iOi r,c .nd 531 ro,! In "" rc.spon>6. 

' lC 

o 
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Appendix F: Potential sectors and agencies relevant to 
training program components 
The following charts gave regions clarification on who should attend different programs. 

Level 1: Identifying Family Violence 

Community Members Women 's Services 

Neighbourhood House Com Health 

Red Cross Speech pathology 

Childcare providers Physiotherapy. 

Ambulance Officers Centrelink 

Psych Services DHS Office of Housing 

CALD GPs HACC Workers 

Community Settlement CALD, AMES/ Schools (secondary, TAFE, UNI) 
ESC 

GPs Mentoring Programs 

Emergency Relief & Material Aid Financial Services & Counsellors 

District Nurses Legal Practitioners 

Telephone Interpreter Service(e.g. VITS, LGA's - Family Day Care CALD 
MRC) 

Migrant Resource Centres Volunteers provid ing group support 
(CHS) 

Men's Activity Sheds Neighbourhood Houses 

Level 2: Preliminary Assessment 

CASA Child & Adolescent MHS 

Office Corrections Drug & Alcohol Services 

Courts- including Court Support Office of Housing support, crisis, 
transitional 

Schools - student wellbeing officers, CALD counsellors e.g. Ethnic Welfare 
nurses, chaplains Assoc. 

Hospitals Parent Line 

Psychologists (e.g. Medicare) Centrelink 

Refugee support agencies Victoria Police 

Housing Front Doors/LASNs Men's Helpline 

Adult Mental Health Comm. Health Centres 

Family Support Workers Victims of Crime Services 

Centacare Maternal Health/Enhanced 

Disability Services Family Relationship Centres 

Level 3: Comprehensive Assessment 

DHS FV Funded Integrated Services 

CASA 

State wide specialist FV Services -
WDVCS, NTV, IWDVS 

Police: FV Advisers and Liaison 

Child Protection - intake 

Indigenous FV workers including Healing 
and Time Out services 

Hospitals - including A&E 

Playgroups 

Community Midwives 

Kindergartens 

Sporting Clubs 

Family Support/Services 

Indigenous Cooperatives 

Area Health Services - generalist 
workers 

Public Advocates Office 

Multi denomination - Church/Mosques/ 
Synagogues 

Breast Screen 

Courts - including magistrates 

Country Women 's Assocs. 

~amb li ng Services 

Indigenous health services 

Child FIRST 

Child Protection- intake and case 
management 

Neighbourhood Justice Centres 

Women 's Services (Psych) 

Youth Justice & Housing 

Community Legal 

DHS Housing - LASN's 

Comm. Legal Services 

Viet. Counselling 

Youth Services 

Family Mediation Centre 

MCV: Specialist FV services, registrars 

Refuges 
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Appendix G: Participant activity by training type 

Comp/TTT 

Comprehensive 

Preliminary 

MCHN 

Combined activity across all Training 
sessions 

NoShow 
12% 

Cancelled 
2% 

Not inclusive of pilot sessions or court registrar training 

Note: individuals may have multiple 'status' depending on activity i.e .: WD, Wait List, Active, etc 
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Appendix H: Training attendees by region 

CRAF Final schedule at 18 Sept 2009 

Eastern session 08 attend 09 nom 09 attend total to date 

1 cancelled ' Comp/TTT 0 31 9 9 

1 cancelled' Camp. 0 79 64 64 

MCHN 72 57 50 122 

1 cancelled' Preliminary 0 70 58 58 

Gippsland session 08 attend 09 nom 09 attend total to date 

Comp/TTT 0 20 16 16 

1 cancelled ' Camp. 0 44 34 34 

1 cancelled' MCHN 0 55 40 40 

1 cancelled ' Preliminary 0 51 35 35 

Grampians session 08 attend 09 nom 09 attend total to date 

Comp/TTT 13 4 2 15 

Camp. 9 21 18 27 

MCHN 28 5 5 33 

Preliminary 27 48 42 69 

Hume session 08 attend 09 nom 09 attend total to date 

Comp/TTT 12 7 3 15 

1 cancelled ' Camp. 0 47 24 24 

1 cancelled ' MCHN 0 75 58 58 

1 cancelled' Preliminary 0 52 28 28 
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17 38 

o 101 101 

NorthlWest session 08 attend 09 nom 09 attend total to date 

CompfTTI 0 20 16 16 

Compo 0 171 104 104 

MCHN 0 281 223 223 

Pre liminary 0 228 133 133 

Southern session 08 attend 09 nom 09 attend total to date 

CompfTTI 16 2 0 16 

Compo 0 216 111 111 

MCHN 0 230 193 193 

Preliminary 0 196 118 118 

N/A or Not session 08 attend 09 nom 09 attend total to date 
Provided 

CompfTTI 0 5 1 1 

Compo 0 61 46 46 

MCHN 0 3 2 2 

Preliminary 0 10 8 8 

Observer session 08 attend 09 nom 09 attend total to date 

CompfTTI 0 4 2 2 

Compo 0 14 10 10 

MCHN 0 8 6 6 

Preliminary 0 7 5 5 

Note: Whilst some participants have either nominated/received training outside their own region they are still included in their 
region of origin. 

Note re cancelled sessions*: nominations for these sessions are included in '09 nom' figure 
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Appendix I: Coding for Qualitative Self-Assessment Data 

Question 1: Re Changes to Practice 

1. Improvements in referrals, information 
sharing and networking -

• any comments on greater knowledge of 
privacy & information sharing practices 

• intent to refer to range of service, 
knowledge of pathways 

• reference to a common language 
across sectors or consistency 

• intent to share more referral/ request 
information from services 

• better recording of women's datal 
statistics 

2. Increased knowledge of other services-

• comments around greater awareness 
in specific services, service providers, 
colleagues in working in the sector/ 
region 

• excluding knowledge that will be used 
for referrals 

3. Increased ability and/or improvements in 
undertaking Risk Assessment 

• comments around increased 
confidence, understanding and/ 
or practical understanding of risk 
assessment 

• use of risk indicators, aid memoire, red 
flags 

• includes awareness of risk assessment 
for specific groups; children, CALD, 
Indigenous, disability, men's risk too 

4. Increased ability and/or improvements in 
undertaking Risk Management 

5. Increased ability and/or improvements in 
undertaking Safety Planning 

6. Generalised improvement -

• improved confidence, reinforcement, 
increased knowledge, having literature 
available including training materials, 
intent to learn or research more, 
affirmation of practice, increased 
awareness 

• incorporating into practice, using tools, 
using tools routinely 

• reference to CRAF or the Framework as 
a whole 

7. No improvement 

8. Other 

9. Increased confidence asking Family 
Violence related questions -

• comments of questioning technique 
when not specified 

• increased confidence around asking 
questions or talking to clients 

• asking the 'the question' 

10. Better understanding of clients/better 
client relationship skills/increased ability to 
relate to clients 

• comments on increased understanding/ 
alertness/ listening skills 

• comments on improved communication 
not related to questioning 

• comments about general increase in 
skills/ awareness for specific groups 
(e.g. children, CALD, Indigenous, 
disability, men's needs 

• giving resources to clients 

11. Intent to share resources/ knowledge/ 
provide training with colleagues, and intent 
to modify service/ original practice 
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Question 2: Re Further Information or 
training required 

1. Updates: updated information/ resources, 
additional resources such as fliers/ leaflets/ 
posters 

2. Training: need for more training/ regular 
training/ refresher course/ further training in 
Family Violence or CRAF 

3. Legal: legal information and/or specific 
training in the legal area! Family Violence 
law/ Family Violence Act 

4. Resources: need more organizational 
resources or systematic change 

5. Sector specific: need for more information 
within a specific sector that excludes 
law and Family Violence related topics, 
includes men's and ch ildren 's services 

6. Networking: increase networking or 
information support, including referrals 

7. No further training 

8. Other 

9. Comment on attended training: comments 
or suggestions on training/ training tools 
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Appendix J: Online Participant Survey Results 
Cross-Tabulated by Training Type 

Common Risk Assessment Framework Training Participant Survey 

I . Wile' kind of tr.lnlng •••• Ion did you efland? 

Whel kind 01 Ife nlng ... 1IIon did you .ttend?' 

Prelim4nery COmpte.,'ve MCHN 
CofttpIe"- ~raIn Aupon •• , 

U. ttahltf TOtIIIt 

Plell 
100.0'lI0 O~ 0 0.0'Ie 33,,4,. 

(tH) iO) (0) (0) (156) 

000. 100.0 ... 0 0, 

(OJ (121) (D) (0) 

0.0% 0 .0% ,00'- O. 
0) 40) (155) (0) 

Compfil~lfraln 1 TIlIfIlIlI 
O~ O.~ 0 lOO.O'lIO 
(0) (0) (0) (M) 

.".-.d quQlion 15e 121 I~ 35 f6'7 

.. .""., 0IIftf¥n 0 

2. Wh.r month did you eHend? 

W"I kind of 118m,", _elondid JC)U ettend? 

Preliminary ComptehenelM MCHH 
~1","rMn Anpon .. 

u.n • ...., To", 

OcIober 0."'" 0 ,010 o.No 0.004 O ~ 

( ' ) (O} (II (0) (2) 

Nov8mbilt 
0,0% 0.0'" 2 O. 
(0) (0) ( (01 

o.otm 
0.0% 10-. 0 2. 

(O) (I ) (0) ( ) 

Janu ry 
0.0% 2.0'Ii. 1.4 2.9'1:. 1.20:4 
to) m (;» ('I (51 

FsblUtlry 
J ,n. :1.g,;. 12,ft, a2'fo ~.$'" 

(51 (3) (UI) (13) (39) 

44' loe ... 15 11 
~ dI 

(61 (111 (22) (6) 

'0.9% 17. 7.2'100 " AfJt~ 
(27) (18) (10) (5) 

37,S ... 32 •• 28 S 304 
Ma 

(33) (3 I (2) (1251 (51) 

33.~ 33.3 ... 3O.ft 17 lU"A 
Not sure 

(~ (34) (43) (Il) (Itt) 

." ... rflI "w'I/on 13& 1012 1311 34 4n 

~"U"flo!l 14 
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, . HOW often do you u .. CRAf ~ltrlal. (eg the _II~1. aide _mol,. W'lIh IMI~IOff. we.,. .... OVO)? 

Whet kind of .,elnlng .... Ioft did you eltMld? 

P~IIm1Mf1 Comprehen.lve MCHH 
Co...,.heMlNlTrelll ~.pon •• 

theT'I'''- Totti. 

#. 
I .~ 17n O-O"ro 2U,.. 7.2' 

Il~ 
lSI (21) (0) (II (33) 

So 
30.3'" 13 33 .... 17 

lifMa 
(4 7) (Z!) (51) (6) 

Ollef! 
g . .,.. 1<14 • 7 8. 

{lSI' (HI (III (3) 

Some Imes 
ZOO'll. J7,e~ 232" 2e~ 
(S1) (21) (5) (I) 

R 
St.n. 24 .. ,. 238"4 ' .7'110 2G 
(.9) (29) (36) (5) 

8$ 6 8% , 1.1I'li> 5.9'\i. - (to) (81 Its) (2) 

.. ~ q"'ltlO" ISS ~ 1 8 1St 34 .,. 
.,ptt«I qw.,1tHt 9 

• • A,. rou confident 'bOut' .skil'lO qlleatiO .. abOut tlitnily v101eqoe wlltt ellen .. ? 

What kind of "eilling .... ion did yo" ett.nd? 

P~llmln.t)' COmp,ehene'''. IACHN 
Co!IIpnheMINIT,.rn RMpona. 

tile Tt."", To .... , 

:;1 ".1'" UIJ'!(, ?u,.. :U.5"-
)OS 

(4 ) (79) (11') (2$) ( 161) 

Olen 
40_ 2S.~ 41.5"- 17.1'" 

(ID) (29) (II) (al 

$omeI1tne$ 
2S. ~ 401110 8. 

(37) (7) (59) (31 

Ralll 
2hIO 0.9'10 (U'" 2.~ 3" 
(~ (I ) (9) (II (14) 

(P'" O~ 0.7% ~~ 04,. 

II, (0) .,) (0) (2) 

.,.,..,. qunfion 1 .. 1 116 141 as ...s 

.. PP«I que.llo,. 22 
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5. A,. you IIiCoIPQr. no que.lloM Ibocn family vlOI.nc.ln rour prKttc.? 

Whaot .. lAd of Italnlng .... on did ;ou at1tftcf1 

P .. Umln." COInp' .... neiv. IICH" 
co...".hlMr""raln Aupon .. 

.... r .. r Totelt 

A ways 
301 6"'"- 7C.3.%. H.3'!I'o 

(46) (to) (27) (») (17t) 

01,.1'1 3I.n. 23.1 . <40.~ '7' 32. 

(SI) {:m (10) CI (1'19) 

SOIIMIlmes 
2$5"110 77 ' 34 51"110> n~ 

(39) (9) (51) (21 ( 011 

72'\0 0.9" .. II.O'JI, 2.0'10 48't. R-,o 
(1 1) (t) (9) (I) (n. 

ON 00'" :> 0" 0 0 
Nev\J1 II, (0) (3) ~ 141 

.,,~ qw.11'on 153 lIT SO 3 455 

.. fpptHI qllfttion 12 

I . If 1'01 ""'),1 CtiOOt alllh&t - ~Ply. 

Whaot _lAd of IrWlnlng .... Ion did "Ou • .-cJ? 

Prwlllninar, eo""" .... .,.iv. lICK" 
ConpnIMMf""raln Auponu 

~T'relftet foe.t. 

kilO ai'<J IN 0.0"0 6. 10 
ues (2) (0) {&} (II 191 

Nol relev to r.e 101e 
7$.~ 57.1," 62'\ lOO.K 47.~ 

(22) (et ( (~I (39) 

No Opj)c)(tUnrty III (f91Adc 01 6~ 28. 51.4-' O. 30' '1' 
1ne. .ppt'opri t P ) (2) (. ) (11) (0 (25) 

3<,<1% O.O'JI, 8g11, (1.0"10. II~ 

(I' (0) (7) (0) ) 

6.~ 2 .. O. 108 
NCUSIIY (2) (3) (4) (0) 191 

t2 rep! S 51 
.w 

6 1 63 

.ffllWWWd qw.,1'on 29 14 31 3 ~ 

(lpMlquutjon 384 
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7. Art JOu CO "Iidenl 10 II,J!!!! tridtl!Qt-bMid rt. incflc.torl III your wor'li with (refits 10 ...... rISk 

Wllel kind of ttllll'ling HniOn did )'011 attend? 

p,.IIIlIinIltY Comp, ... ".I". MCHN 
ComprthenlJve/'Jraln Re.ponH 

!tit T,. "., foil' 

A~NlI 
24 5I.0'Irt 1S 5~;o 33 1'-

(3J) (15) (2'5 (11) (146) 

0 
42.0% 35.:1 . 44.1% 31 . 'O .• ~ 

'1 
(53) 41 ) (W) (101 (178) 

Somell 
211 8.&'10 32.2'% 6-. 

( .. ) G) (46) (21 

RII 
3..3'10 0 .0% 4 2"J(, 0.0'-

(51 CO) (6) tol 

C)..7~ 00% " 3 1 

ell (0) (~ I 

e".-e6 qwalliHl 150 11 6 43 32 441 

u/pp«l,,_tlon, 26 

e. Art JOu IncorportJti\(l!he uN of ~-NMtI rillt IndICAtor. In )'OUf I)f*CtI¢. with cJr.nU? 

Wllel 'nd of h ln'!!!! HI"on did )'011 eneod? 

Preliminary Co""',...". .... MCHN eompr.henl ve/'Jra'n AelPOO .. 
!he t,.."., to ..... 

26." 55.~ 6~ 125;0 335 
At. Y9 (CO) (23 (141) ( .. , (20) 

30. 30.2" .. 46. I~ 25~ 35.1-';. Ota ,. ) (3S) (f$) (81 (154) 

..... auYo 10. 284~ 9.4" 23 2'10 

(C7) ( 2) (40 (31 ( 02) 

10~ " 7.8% 0.0'- l .a .. 
ara 

(is) (S} (11) (01 (32) 

CP'Yo 0 .",," .. ~ 3,1 ,," OGl% 
(II (O) (2) (II (4) 

."Iw.Nd quulliHl 150 116 14 1 32 439' 

1111/11*1 qw,tklft 28 
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$. I not why? Choo,. all tNt apply. 

What kind. of Ire nlllll , .. Jlon did "ou en.nd? 

PreQmlO1PY Comp,.lIen.l ... MCH" 
eom.,,.twnuvel'l'raln A •• pan,. 

the T'.'ne, 101M 

;,no 10 71 . 3 '08 
u ues (9) (1) (10 (II (,5) 

No · televIIlI ID the ro 
75.ft 6U~ !.4 100.0% 52.'" 

(221 (t) (4) (~) (38) 

No opportUnl 111 role (89 lac Of ,3. 42."' 57.~ 0.0'11. 9" ~ 

.... appropria SPacel (4) (6) (15) (01 (251 

el\Ol!9h man menlor :J.A,. 0.0% 1$4"" 0.0"4 6.~ 

org JOnallUPPOfI (I' (0) (4) (01 (5) 

00 noll 
3<4 O .~ 00"4 0.0"4 4 

(I) (0) (O) (01 II} 

speolly) Srap! 4r 
1, 

1 reply 2S 
replies 

.,,_~ qu .. ,/o" 29 14 26 3 71: 

.'IIPI»fI qu .. lJo" !95 

10. Ar. yO\I co/lfid t about VllhO the 1tIr-.. ~l* oj rlak _"_I wl1li )'OIIf c*"'111 

Whel kind 0' Irellllllll .... Ion did you el1tnd? 

p,.Mm"'., CO_ .... n.l ... MC"" 
eomp,.t.nuvelY.aln Anpon •• 

tilt· T'e ne' fo ... 

AfWB)'I! 
1~~ 5 ... ,. 16 1% 5U'J. 310'1;. 

(29) (64, (2:2') (Itt (I~I 

40-"'0 30.7 ".4~ 25 
0 

(eo) (3S) (54) (81 

1,,* 
94 11 .• " U . ,2.5' 2 

(5') (13, (.) (4' 

Rarlly 
5..4 0·9'10 7.3'1\. 0.0'11. 

(8) (1) (10) (01 

On. O.n. 2~ 3." 
(I) (1) l31 (I' 

_".-red (tWa'kIn ,. 114 137 ~ 4» 

'~1fH t(uHLlOfI 36 
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1, . Wilt" ),OU 1d~lIfy family violtnce 1lri1h a ~w.nl. how one" do YOlllry to Ito a NMty 111M., 

W .... klud of ,",nlnv ..... on did )'ou II1ftd? 

Prell~ CotIop( .... .,.Iv. MCHH Compreheftalveffr'''' flHpon •• 
th~. Tr,lner Totalt 

A~ 
U~ 7U"" 5 ... "" 74.1,. 63," 
(-) (80) (74) (:lOt (MOl 

18 I 22.3"4 231~ I I' ''' 2O~4'!1o 
0 

(25) 2S) {30} (3) (831 

8> ot5 O~ 1.4 1 
111) (5) (I.) (21 l:rl) 

Rara 
N 1.8% $." % 7.4'4 S1'4 

(12) (2) (7) (2) (23) 

~II'!O O~ 38No o.~ 2~ 

(4' (O) IS) (0) 19) 

IIn.-red qiifMfoII 138 I:> 130 ')7 407 

,IrIPt>M/ q",tloll 10 

12. Wlltn ),OU 1d~lIfy familY ~. wtlh • ~11tfI1. how often dO you ..... on 10 otM ... ,vic .. " (If .... f" pINu. 

aklp 10 queetlO" I', 

W .... _'ncI of lra'"I", _ on did you .ttend? 

P.,.11IIkIary CoInpt .... Mlv. lIeHN 
Con!p,.~'lveff.aln AHpon .. 

the Trllner To .... 

39 21.8 • 5U'" ~ " .7'111 Atft 
(54) G!4) P I) (6) (I~) 

0 U.n. "-'"" 27 2~ 34 
II 

43 ) (8, {t4G1 (II) I"l 

Some!' 
13.1'4 33- t3~4'l1o .a.n. 2IlN 
(\8) (37) (111 (11) (83) 

I~ 1~ O. 3,~ 30% 
(2) () II ) (I ) 112) 

1~. 2.4 .. 3.1"4 2.7'lIo 
\,.r 

(S) (2) (3l ,I, 111) 

Ine_rwd ~"foII 131 10 21 27 <101 

.,d"".. queeflon " 
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13. Whit" you ""1 on. wnkh ",vic" hII¥. you rtfer,ed to all!C •• nenCling 'rlIlftlng ClIoo .. all IMt 'ppJ,. 

Whel lind 01 InJlilng .... Ion did JOu a.-d? 

Prell",'n." Comp, .... " •• ". MCHN 
Comprehens YeIIr.1n Rupcm .. 

IhII 'r,.lne, fotala 

F I Vlo (R lug DV 74..~ 73.3 .... 12.2'1(, 17" n.no, 
OWeach. IWOVS, WOVCS) 1t3) em (83) (21) (27~) 

Pollc8 
4:l2"4 57. I ~ .. ,6 a,. 79 

(54) (60) ( l SI) (19) 

tour 
24 4Q5 .0'10 10<" 

(31 ) (52) (<I, (11) 

uMtJIAocommOd o 8erv1oas 
30 63.8 ~". 62.s,. 

(38) {67} (26) (IS) 

nous $elY 
12~ Ig,O'It 6 50 

11 6) (20) (7) (121 

29 38, I~ 6 1125 

(37) (<10) (17) (lSI 

Oo$.aibll y SorIllCK 
1~ 15. 3.00\ 375 

(9) (to) (3) (9) 

Dfug ancI Ablhol SeMces 
24 36.2% 139"4 ,. 

(31) {38} (14) (13) 

C I Hnlth Services (119 GPI;, ME 12 !!d.3'11. 41 ,. SOI~ 

) (I) (38) (4:1) (13) (I01) 

FlnST 
38 480'10 554% 75~ 2'Iio 

(46) ( I I (56) (18) (III) 

OHS Cbold PtOllOCllon 
43 4],6% 36.6'110 58.3"4 U 

(54) (50) (37) (U) 

Cot 18 
37 55~ 475110 ~.s1to 

('1) (58) ( ) (151 

ant or Cunur I)' Speed SeMoes 
128% 29.S% 09"4 41 .1"4 

(( ) (31) (II ) (10) 

32 3S.~ 12. .58 
(41) ~) (13) (11 ) 

l Senioes 
32-0% B7.~ 9 eu 

(40) (71) (20) (20. 51 ) 

tti rep! HH V 
5 r &oil 

.n_tH qU..fion 12S 10$ 01 24 35/5 

d(PP«I qrHt.f,iO "2: 
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14 . W~ yOll iftnlily ~iI; Yl9Itl'ott ""Ih CIltn~. I>O .. Olle" 410 fOU I "",_"1 il'!IOtWlflIIon wi ""y 
01 I "NicK? (If 'Newt'. plea .. &k p 10 ct-'1On lSI 

Wh8t klnl$ 01 .... n ........ Ion lid you e""",,' 

Preliminary' eomp .. llenel\le Me"N 
Comp19l1enlhNfraln An_ee 

.... r,.Int, TOIIIi, 

... '" 89':0. 12"'0 23. 14i1"1o 16 &" .. 

(251 (8) (21)> t.c) ) 

Oltun 
28.1% , ...... 23. 29.~· 303".10 

lSI) (441 (~ ~ ) ( 110) 

$oM 1 -- 21. 33 3-" ..n. 40."" n,n, 

435) (:m (e$) 411) (129) 

R" Iy 
9.1 ~ 12 4 11 . 1 8 

412) (14) (6) (3) 135) 

N 01$' 
~ 7 11 . "' , ~ 
121) 8) (14) (1) (44) 

"".~~ 1~ 111 17.1 71 313 

• IppH. qwtItIon 74 
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15. If you lha,. In'Ofill tiOil. willi which " rvlc: .. hav. you. ttd InJormation wlIIIllliC •• lte:nctif\ill - lfi.ll!il1O? 
C hoof. all thal .pply. 

What kind o. tr.lnl", ..... on,dld you .ttend? 

p .. dllJlnary Compr.Mnllwe MCHtf 
eomp,.heft,w.rrr ..... Attpon •• 

1M Tr.bIe, To"" 

F I Vlollnc$ Semce (Re/uge DV " .3 65.& .. 10,'"' 76.O'tt 61.2 .. 
OOIr ac:1'I. I OVS. ~OVCS) (12) (51) (54) (19) (204) 

PollO& 
3!/.. 45. % 10.' % 5a~ 34.1% 

(41) (41) ,e) (14, { (5) 

COu 
17 3O.M;. O~ .. ~ 18~ 

(18) {V} (0) (1 I ISO)' 

tIo IAoeommQ<f.allO SQrvIces 
nl 42.2'\* 10 , .. 44 2 ~ 

(24) (38) (0) (11) (8.2) 

IndlO8no\1$ Services 
8_~ 10.~ 2.2% 28.011. U 

(9) (t) (2) (7) IV} 

2S~ 24,. ,. t\2% 40~ 22.1 '!40 

(25) (n) (101 (101 CtiS ) 

D<hbtl '1 Se''I1Ca 
12.5 ' 7.8% 1,1% 28~ 0.1'10 

(13) (7) 11) (11 (28} 

Orug Nld AlQohOl 
,. ;>O ~ to I,. :> 0'Ii0 I 2'10 
lIb) (Ia) (9) (8) (SO} 

C I HHIIh $efVi(:es (eo GPs, AI\: 14 15.6% 315'. 3200. 211 '10 

CloP 1\1 /OQIn.iSel) 115) (14) (28) (81 IGIS) 

Child Fh ' l 
35 37.8% ~ 604 

(37) (34) (46) ('6) 

O.HS ClUJ ProIeClJon 
.5 2"4 38.9'% " .0% 64.~ 

147) (35) (31) (16' 

221 3O.0'If0 (8 ON. .0 
123) {27} (16) (10) 

M or Cuh _ Iy Speca ic: StrvIces 
lOIN 11 .1'10 4.~ 2 • • 0%-

111) 0) (.) (1$1 

CASAs) 
19 2O,O'Ifo 5. 9 

u I ... uft -I (\8) (5) (9) (20) 

Satvlces 
163"4 35.6" .. 3."% 440'! 

(11) (32) (3) (II, 

(lIhe, (pIe~ specify') 12 replies 7r~ 
22 

replies 
3 replies 44 

.nlw.nd qWlllon 104 00 89 2S 308 

aklpped quutJon 159' 
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II. WlY.t ch.nve' pI'.ccn Of aya_ IY.". OCCUlred 8t ... rvlce or org.n .. lIonet Ie ..... aa • , .. ult o' famt ty 

vfoItllCO relor"" ,ncJ CRAF "Itl'l 1\0. Choo .. ,tI "'-I IIJPly. 

WhIII klncJ Of nIl'll"" .. " Ion cL~ SlOU Itterod? 

Preliml....,)' Comp,efI8Ml". MCHN 
COftIpnMn,I¥tIfr,1iI fIo.poft" 

flY. T,. .. , To .... 

34~ 50.5'11\ 4~ ... 3 34.~ 

1451 (55) (11) (16) (133) 

29m;. 44.0'11. 29~ S~ 34.9% 
plO ional d veIopmenl kainirg 0.-

(38) (48) (34) ( 3) (133) 
IndUe ptOOll!lSe& 

'_PO' loon 01 CRill' into .vl Of 15 27.5'10 mI . ?s'0'I0 ::>05 
organis<l glAd UOO5 or poIicles (20) t3») (?~) (71 (18) 

a2'IO 23.9'10 13 
2 __ ~ 

ISN 
(12) (26) (161 (6) (60) 

. IOfJm 01 torm .1 n 0' 11 .5% 20.~ 12.9'10 
AOIt1ar~1ft 

17 .• '10 8~ 

I~ 
115) ( 9) (10 5) .. } 

Ov".lopman4 01 IOrm<ll .nkw or 
12 17.4% I 11% 20 .... 

agr aments WIt In 
(16) ( 9) (IS) (51 (SSt 

11 0.' '10 18',. 2().~ 13&'110 

(IS) (11) (21) ($) .~) 

'1.~ 21 .1'10 17.1"'" 240'Jr0 33.1"4 
NOI aillata or Cllanges 

(23) (61 (12&) 1541 (431 

0Uier (p1eUe &peclIYI' 
53'l9 .5'10 41 3'10 .. ~ s,~ 

171 ( (5) ( I I HI) 

01. (pW poeffy) 1 lOP! 17 ' 
11 

7 rOpr 52 

1/r...,./J .... '1on 131 1($ ,,& 25 ., 
,1I.(ppH q_UOIf ee 

17. Are th.,. any changn to your II_tic .. ",-I haft OCCUlred ... ,"ull of 1M CRA" ."1'11l'1li which ha". not 

.tad)' .,..... lneJuftc! In 1M IHpoMet abO .. lea eben"_ In re.. onalllp, betwMl'I ~""7 ...... d.,erlbe-. 

..... 1 kll'ld 011t.11'I1", ..... 01'1 Clif )'0\1 ,1*,Cl7 

Prel mll'llr), Comp' ........ I"'. MCHN 
Comprehena,...-rr.1n fleapon .. 

_Tr.I .. , Counl 

33 raphes 27 replies 
~7 

.epIoes 
7 replies 11" 

.n.-re4 q .... ,1on 33 11 <17 7 114 

.kl~ qll •• IioIJo 353 
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Appendix K: Online Participant Survey Results from Men's 
Services 

Common Risk Assessment Framework Training - Participant Survey 

1. Wh8t kind of tr.lnlng _.n did you 8ttend? 

..... on.. R"POfIM 

P.~ Count 

00"'0 0 

to.K , ! 

CH 01)"'. 0 

Compreha Slve(fr lll I e rafner 20~ 2 

,Mlftred qUN'1on 10 

.klppH qu .. ,Jon l 

2. Whit monlh d d ,CHI .n.nd? 

OclOber O~ o 

ovembor 00· o 

December o()O'. I) 

J.f1O 'J 11 1 

eblu 333~. 

arch I)~. o 

ADrII I)IW. o 

May II I 

Not .U'I'. .... .. '!I'. 

.,,_IWI q""lorI • 
• k/pp«l q_11OrI :I 
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3. How otten do you u .. CRAF mater .1. «(IQ the m.nu.I, .Ide memo re with Indlclilora, webillt .. OVO)? 

Rupon .. Rnpon .. 

P.~ Count 

A ays CJ 9 1 • 

SOme!llmM 27,3,. 3 

Of I'l 18~ Z 

Somel mes IB~. 2 

R.rely 21.3" 3 

.v 00--. 0 

.II_~ 4U""01l II 

,tipped cwnlfon 

4. Ar. you confldtm.txlut ... Ing qu'''I0". about f.mlly vlor.-wlUI c:11.m.? 

Rupon .. Rnpon .. 

Pertent Count 

AIw.,.. If.l,. • 
or an 18~ 2 

SCm s 00"'. 0 

Rat y O~ 0 

ev 0(1"'. 0 

.,...,.fH q.,.."011 11 

.II/ppH' qH.tlOfl 

5. Ara you Incorpor.tlng qu .. tlon •• bout family vlo",- In your ptaetlc:.? 

.... pon.. Aeapon .. 

Percent' Count 

AIw.ya .1.8 .. 

OILa 9 1 

So S 9 1% 

R ety O-~ o 

ever 00'. 0-

.",w.rH qu •• tlon , 1 

.,JptHd qul.lto" 
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6. " ilO! Why? Choo" all th.l 'pply. 

01 enough knowlqe and 

UnOe~"'nd ng DO hl$ '$SUn 

Not rel.nnl to the rol. 

No OPllOrlu Iy ill he role (eo lack 

ot bme eppropn!lle $pIICe) 

NOJ enough managem.nt or 
org,tn "lion, I IUPPOr! 

00 nol think .s nec\!ssary 

R"poII'. RMI>on .. 
P.,cent Count 

o 

5ClK 

o 

50.0"4 

o 

Olhef (please speci yl 2 

•• JpP«/ qw.tfon 10 

7. Ar. you conf~nt In u.lno .... 1cI.nc:HUMG riM IIIcIIU10B In your wOf1( wltn c:1.-. to ...... , ..... , 

""1)01\'. .... pon •• 
Percent Count 

AIw'Y' SU1Io 5 

Oils 22~. 2 

Soma I es 222-' 2 

RaJlly 00'4 0 

.r 0-0"0 0 

a"._NfI "_ID,, " . 
.1tIpp«f ,,_tlOtI 3 

I. Ar. you Incorporating the uee of ."Id.nc~ rlU: Indicator. In your prectlce with client'? 

A_pon •• AMpon •• 
P_t Count 

AIW ys 3»". 3 

Often 44.4110 4 

Som \1 • 22~ Z 

R r IV O~ 0 

Never 00':. 0 

.n.~ qu .. llon II 

./d/lP«l q""~lOn 3 
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e. " not why? Choo ... 11 that apply. 

Nol enough knowledge' end 
I,l"nd ...... ndlng .bout the I .. " •• 

Not ,.hw.nt to the role 

No opportunity In Ihe rol. (~ 
I.ck 01 t IIMI •• ppropr .t. apace) 

Not enou.gh man.gement or 

OIV.n .. lion.! .vpporl 

00 ncr1 think t .8 necessary 

Reapon •• 
P.cent 

33.3')(, 

3U')(, 

33.3')(, 

3U')(, 

00'1. 

01 r(pl &pOe V 

.",wrw qW.tlon 

.klPP«/ que.llon 

10. Ar. ~ou CO(Ifident .bout u.lng the 'hr" e'-"lt 01 ,'-I( e_1 with your c, ...... ? 

.... pon •• 
PIlfctn1 

Alwava au')(, 

Often 3U')(, 

&lmelime5 22~ 

Aa. IV c::::J il l ' 

Never O~ 

Il,.,ww.d que,'/on 

alrlpp«/ queaffon 

11 . When you IdentHy family violence with. client, how often do you 1ry to do • o'ety pl.",? 

R .. pon •• 
Percent 

Alway. 33.3')(, 

Often 3:".,," 

&lme Imes DO"ie 

Rarely 3U," 

Newlr 00% 

.IItw.m qu.,IIon 

8ftIPfHd que.,ron 

Rnpon .. 
Count 

0 

0 

3 

e 

Aeepon •• 
Counl 

3 

3 

2 

0 

0 

3 

R .. pona. 
Count 

3 

3 

0 

3 

0 

e 

3 
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12. Whtn you ~ntl1Y '-!!lily vloltnee '!II . '" • el~nt. !tOW On-ell do y~ rtf ... Oil to otltt!' .4IIY1e .. ., (If 'N«vor' pIN .. 
dip to q,u .. lIon 13) 

AHlIOfIH AHpon .. 

Perc:.nt C ounl 

Alway. 3 

Often 2 

SonwUmM 33.3110 3 

0.0"'. o 

Never 1 , .. 

13. WMn ,Oil r.f. on, wtlleh ..... Ic •• h..,1 you ret.ted to &Inc. anendlng .,alnlno? Chool. III thai IWly. 

Anpon.. RaatIon .. 

FaMily VlolI"cl Sarvlc .. 
(Rtfug., OV oUlfl.ch. IWOVS, 

WDVCS) 

Cour1I 

HQvsong/Aeeomm 

In ' . enous Se<VlICe 

0 1 bI fly S. Vie 

OHS O1ild ProleellO 

Counselling/Medlllllon 

... rani 01 Cui ur Uy S he 

SeNJc., 

1\ Sefv<ee$ (eo 

CASA ) 

l eg 

,.,~ Count 

7$,K 

J75"1. 

125 

o her (pi $0 peclly) 
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14. W"-JI you 1~llIj,y 'Imlly "Iol.nc. I!ItttI ell~. hoW on,n, (10, you .IM,. rl II; .. __ nt Informltlon Willi Iny 

oth« ....,k:>t.? (" 'H'''«'. p ..... lklp 10 quMt,'on 15) 

Reepon.. R •• pontl 
Per-cenI Counl 

Always 11 ••• 

Olen 2 

af Y c:::J 11 .-. 

y 2 

• 
3 

16. If you .Mf, 'n1ormatlon. wllh whkh MfVICetI have you .hared InfOlilnetlon w/th • ne. lUendlng .11_ Ira nlng? 

ChOOM.n "," apply. 

Rwpon • • RupoftH 
Percent Count 

Fa - I)' VlOr.nCtl $ hIlCI' (R uge 
57 1~. 4 

OVo lach, IWDYS WDveS) 

PoU~, 85.7'1. • 
Courts O~ a 

HOlJsingiAocommQdalion Services c:::::::J 14S·. 

I I; IlOU S Serv,o s [:::=J 143· 

M ta eal ~ $eNlces 2 6°. :1 

Oisabil'IY Serrie s 000 a 

Orug and Alcohol Services 286· 2 

lYle: egGPs 
429~ 3 1. local nurses) 

Ch Flf$l 286°. 2 

OMS Child PlOI Ion 143" 

eo... nglMedia n c:=:J 14 ·0 

~ ran orCu Specllc 
S r\/jUS 

00· a 

SeXUlJIA$S $eMC (eg 

CASA.) 
00· a 

l e<jjlli SeNices 286~. 2 

7 

5 
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18. Wh.J1 chang .. ptKtk .. or aylt_ have occurred at a "",Ice, or orv.nlutlonal leY ..... r .. uit ollamllY 

vlolellce reforml el'd CR.Af 1t.lnlllO. CnOON 11I11I.t apply. 

R .. ponl. R.,pO~ 

ro 

In cOrpOration 01 CRAf Into 
in\lik .. I __ nt or c. .. , 

IMnagement document. 

IIICofl)O Ion 01 CRAF 111\0 

devetopm t. 't 
Of IndUCI_ proceslle! 

Inoorpo to 
IsatiOnaJ c=J 

processes 

01 aw s 01 any dlangss 

OIller(pI 

Percent Count, 

55.n. 

22.2. 

111 • 

22.~ 

22~ 

o.~ 

11 l' 

Of sr (please specify) 

17. Ar. th., •• ny chlnoaa to )/'our pr.c;tI .... thlt have occuned II I , .. ult 01 the CRAF .relnlng willett have not 
,,,"<ly b .. n Inchl<led In the r"POII'" .bove ('9 Chll\QlM In reIlUon'hf~ between agentl •• )? Pi .... <le.crib • • 

5 

2 

2 

Ii! 

" 

3 

2 

• 
3 

R.,ponH 

Count 

3 

3 
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